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The Liberty Boys' Dangerous Game
OR, THE PLAN TO STEAL A PRINCE
By HARRY MOORE .
CHAPTER !.-Planning N Daring Move.
"I believe it is ~orth trying, Bob,'' said Dick
Slater the captain of the Liberty Boys, to Bob
Estab;ook, his first lieutenant, as the two young
heroes sat in Dick's tent, the troop then being in
camp near Morristown, New Jersey, one pleasant
day in March, very near the end of the month.
"It would give us plenty of fame, Dick,'' returned Bob, "and it is a most dangerous ·game,
but, then, that part of it only app ~als to us the
more, for we never shy at danger. 1
"No and if I wanted to take all the Liberty
Boys ~ver to the city they would not hesitate."
"Well I think too many would tend to interfere with the smooth working of the plan. All
the boys will want to go, however."
"Well as all cannot go we will have to choose
them by lot, which will be fair to all. You will
go, of course, and I think that perhaps Mark
had better be of the party also."
"Yes, I think so, too. Mark is thoroughly w~ll
liked, and is as worthy of trust as any boy m
the troop. You can't leave him out, Dick. Does
he know.about it?"
"No, not as yet. It is only a short time that
I gave the matter any thought."
"There he is now," said Bob, looking out.
A handsome boy, younger than Dick or Bob,
was passing at the moment at a little distance,
and Dick called :
"Hallo, Mark I Come in here a moment."
Mark Morrison, who was the second lieutenant
of the Liberty Boys, and one of the bravest,
came forward and saluted, entering and taking
a seat on a camp-stool.
"We were talking over an important matter,
Mark"· said Dick. "There is in the city of New
York' at this time a boy, between sixteen and
seventeen years old, who is attracting considerable attention, being a midshipman of the royal
navy and attached to Admiral Digby's flagship."
The two lieutenants listened attentively, but
said nothing, and Dick resumed:
"There is a plan on hand to capture this boy
and bring him off and deliver him to the Congress, and the Liberty Boys are about to undertake the affair. This boy, this midshipman, is
no less than Prince William Henry, son of the
King of Great Britain, George Ill."
Mark gave a gasp, and said, in low, tense
tones, his .iace flushing with execitement:

"How many of the boys will be engaged in it
Dick?"
.
'
"We three to begin with, and a number of the
bravest and pluckiest of the boys to help us.
We should leave in whale-boats from the Jersey
shore some inclement night, when we are not
likely to be observed, land at a wharf near the
q~arters of the prince .and admiral, and proceed
directly to the place and surprise them. Then,
preceded and followed by a number of the Libert y
Boys, fully armed, we will return to the boats
and make our way with all despatch back to
camp."
"It is ·a dangerous game, Dick, but I don't see
why it should not be played to a successful issue.
We know the risk we run, but expedition and determination will carry through niany a plan.
There must be no delaying, and everything mu st
be done with the greatest celerity and also with
cool heads and thorough pluck."
1
"That is just it, Mar.k, and bearing all those
things in mind I do not see why our plan to
steal a prince should n ot succeed."
"It wi] be the biggest kind of a feather in our
caps, Dick,'' declared Bob, with animatio;n.
Both Bab and Mark were heartily in accord
With the plan and were eager to get to work at it.
"We will be there at about half-past nine"
said Dick, "and as all is going to be done with
such despatch, we do not need any disguises
We will have greatcoats to protect us from th;
weather, which will conceal our uniforms and
·attract no attention, our coats and those of the
enemy being much the same in appearance.
"The night and the storm will help us," added
Bob. "I don't see why we sho~ld not succeed
if we work rapidly and in concert. There is
danger, of course, but we have all faced dangers
a hundred times."
·
"Then it is decided that we make this daring
move," echoed Dick. "All that remains is to tell
the boys and pick out those who are to be with
us in playing this dangerous game."
Dick and the two young lieutenants stepped
outside, and the young captain said to a boy
standing near:
"Assemble all the Liberty Boys, Ben. I have
a most important matter to lay before them."
"I knew that something grave was being considered when I saw the three of them with their
heads together in the captain's tent,'' said Ben
Spurlock to himself, as he hurried away to g~t
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loped off the way they had come, while Dick and
his party of brave lads, under cover of the gathering night, sought shelter in the barns which
the young captain had noticed and were soon
safe from observation. The boys kept watch to
see that no one approached the barns, which
were at some little distance from any houses,
and at last there being no one in sight or within
hearing, they stole along shore without bein~
seen, found their boats, quickly embarked and
were soon out upon the river. With their oars
muffled and with not a word uttered, the plucky
fellows made their way across the river, past
Governor's I sland and the Battery, without giving the least hipt of their presence, and then
into the East River, past the Whitehall ferry and
so to the wharf, the few lights on shore at the
last stage of their .iourney greatly assisting them.
The boys passed the king's ships without attracting any attention, and at last reached t)le
wharf nearest the admiral's quarters and tied up,
a certain numbet" in each boat, already selected,
going ashore. Dick had been told how to find the
house, and his thorough knowledge of the city
was of great value to him. There were lights in
the house and muffled to the eye!> in his greatcoat, accompanied by Bob and followed by half
a dozen of the boys, · including Ben. Sam and
Jack, Dick went to the door and raised the heavy
brass knocker, letting it fall once. ·In a· short
time the sound of bolts and bars being withdrawn
was heard, and a -footman appeared in t}J.e doorway, a woman with a lighted candle in her hand
standing at one side. It was an anxious moment,
but Dick and Bob were perfectly cool and did not
show the slightest sign of being perturbed.
"Despatches for the admiral," said Dick.
CHAPTER II.-The Start and a Halt.
"But the admiral is out of the city, sir,'' replied
In a short time the boys who had been chosen the footman. "Will you see his secretary?"
to go on the expedition were on the march, ac"Perhaps his highness- .- " began Dick.
companied by a number who were to take charge
"The prince is with the admiral. They have
late
return
and
of the ho.rses in their absence
gone up the river to the nouse of a Harlem
. gentleman. They will not return for a day or
at night with them.
The boys set off at good speed, expecting to two. Will you see the secretary?"
reach a point somewhat above Paulus Hook very
Here was a disappointment and an unexpected
shortly after dark, and here the boats would be contingency, for Dick could see that the footman
waiting for them. Hurrying on, they unexpect- was telling the truth. A middle-aged man stepedly came upon a party of Tories and redcoats ped out of a room on one side and said:
shortly before dark, tlie men having evidently
"Something if importance, Geoffrey?"
come from the block-house at Bull's Ferry.
"Despatches, sir."
The redcoats set up a cry and began to charge
"Must they be delivered to-night?" asked the
them but Dick realizing the danger of having other, _coming forward.
the ~larm spre~d, charged the redcoats with the
"They must," replied Dick. "They concern
intention of driving them back to the works the prince as well as Admiral "Digby and the
.
.
above.
business must be done to-night."
The boys sent the redcoats flying toward their
"You will find his excellency at the house of
works and then Dick said to Bob, as the enemy one, Mr. Murray, near Kip's Bay. You know the
were ~till on the run.
.
~a~?"
"There are barns just below where we will be . "Yes, very well. The prince is there also?"
with
back
escort
.our
send
to
safe. I am going
"Yes, you will find them both there. They are
the horses, and we will take post in the barns. being entertained by some military gentlemen,
back
gone
all
The redcoats will suppose we have
just who I do not know. H is highness receives
and there will be no one going to Paulus Hook a great deal of attention from the military and
with any report of the appearance of the 'rebe_ls,' from the loyal people of the city. It is a round
and so raise an alarm and have them lookmg of receptions, fetes, balls, suppers and what not.
for us."
They are here to-day and somewhere else to-mor"A very good idea, Dkk," laughed Bob.
In a short time the boys were all apparently row."
Dick went away and the door wai;; closed, the
off at a gallop bound for Bergen or Newark,
and the redcoat~ were greatly relieved. A dozen boys hurrying off in the <;l.arkness. Dick sigof the Liberty Boys with horses in charge gal- naled to the rest, and they rapi'dly made their

the bugler to sound the call for a general turnout.
"Blow your bugle, Carl, beat the drum, Pa~sy!"
cried Ben, as he came upon Carl Gookenspieler,
the fat German, and Patsy Brannigan, the jolly
Irish Liberty Boy at the kitchen tent.
The bugle sounded and the drum ·beat and all
the boys came hurrying forward to fall in and
learn what was wanted of them. In a short time
they were all arranged in trim ranks in front
ol the tent, every boy lQoking neat and orderly, ·
the belts white, the muskets shining and everything in proper shape. Then Dick came forward
and there was an anxious silence, all the boys
knowing that what he was about to say was of
the greatest importance. Dick told them briefly
of the hazardous undertaking he had on hand
and asked:
"Now who will volunteer to go upon this expedition, so full of peril to all who are engaged
in it?"
!'I will!" answered every boy there in an
. stant, and with great heartiness, there being , ,t
one di ssenting voice.
Dick smiled, and Bob said, with a laugh:
"I told you that they would all want to go,
Dick."
"There can only thirty go," continued Dick.
"How shall we manage it?"
"Sure "there do be no other way nor dhrawin'
lots captain, dear,'' spoke up Patsy. ('That's fair
for' wan as for another, though Oi wor niver
lucky in lottheries. It's a blank that Oi'll get,
,
sure."
So lots were drawn and the thirty boys taken.
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way to the wharf where the rest were anxiously
awaiting -their co~ng.
"What is it, Dick?" whispered Mark, as he stole
to Dick's side.
"Our birds have flown, temporarily only, but
they have flown, nevertheless. We are going up
to Turtle Bay, which is more secluded than Kip's
and will operate from there."
"Then you are not going to give up the undertaking?"
'
.
"No, but simply shift the ground of operations.
The midshipman prince is spending the night at
the Murray house."
'
. The news quickly spread among the boys and
while they were disappointed, they were not discouraged, for they knew that Dick would not give
up the undertaking so long as there was any
prospect of its being carried out.
"I think you had better return, Mark," he
said to the young second lieutenant. "We will
not need so many, and it will be dangerous to
have too large a force up the river."
"Very well, captain," Mark replied, sorry to
lose an adventure, but obeying orders without a
murmur.
Mark and his boys, therefore, set out upon the
return, while Dick and the rest went up the river,
fortunately having the tide with them.

CHAPTER II.-Some More Slips.
At Kip's Bay there was a fort and an army
post, some very fine houses and a number of ordinary ones, with a tavern or two, several shops,
and in all quite a settlement. Dick thought it
better to go to Turtle Bay, half a mile farther
up the river where there were fewer houses and
not so much going on before making a landing,
as they would be less likely to attract attention.
As they passed Kip's Bay they saw a number of
the lar~er houses lighted up and heard the sound
of music, there being evidently plenty of gaiety
going on. At Turtle Bay tliey saw the old Beekman House, for many years the headquarters of
one and another British general, and at that time
occupied by Sir Henry Clinton.
"I believe the secretary made a mistake," said
Dick. "He was an old man and did not seem to
know very much except that the admiral was not
at home. That is the Beekman House, Sir Henry
Clinton's quarters. The prince would be more
likely to be there than at the Murray house."
"That is so," said Bob, 1'and there is something
going on there. We might find out, Dick."
"All right, that is what I intend to do," and
the boats were headed toward shore, the rain
still falling, although not heavily.
Leaving a number of the boys to watch the
boats, Dick took Bob and half a dozen of the
most trusty of the party and advanced cautiously
till within a short distance of the house. Here
Dick and Bob, muffled to the chins in their greatcoats, went on, the boys being ready to come
forward as soon as they were signaled. Reaching the house, the boys saw guards standing
about, and Dick said, quietly:
"There is more, danger here than at the other
place, Bob, but we might try ii."
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"I am ready for anything you say, Dick," muttered Bob.
•
Dick signaled for the boys nearest him to come
up, and then advanced until stopped by a guard,
who said:
"You must have a card to enter."
At tnat moment there was the sound of wheels,
and a voice called out:
"Make way for his highness's carriage!"
Then the front door was opened and a blaze
of light appeared, in the midst of which was seen
the figure of a boy in the uniform of a royal
midshipman, attended by a number of gentlemen.
Then a carriage drove to the foot of the steps
and the prince, as Dick knew he was, descended
and entered the' carriage. One of the gentleman
in attendance gave an address to the coachman,
and then the postilions shouted and the carriage
came rattling down the drive, Dick and the boys
falling back out of the way. They quickly made
off in the darkness, and then Bob muttered:
"Back to the city, Dick?"
"No, but to a house flt Kip's Bay, not Murray's,
but another. The boy is making th~ rounds, tonight, evidently."
_
.
"So it would seem. Do you think he will · return to the city?"
''.I don't know They said not."
The boys avoided the guard they had seen and
went biick where it was dark, under the trees.
They heard some one coming and stood close to
the trees so as not to be seen1
"The boy is in great favor to-night," said one
of three men who were coming 'along the road,
the middle one carrying a lantern.
. "Yes, here, there and everywhere, but he'll be
back to Sir Henry's for the night, I believe."
"Yes, he surely will. It was on that account
that I let all my spare rooms so that the peopk
may see the prince when he goes away in thP
morning."
"The Royal Arms well patronized, is it?"
"I should say so. I only wish that the prince
and the admiral might remain here a month.
Sir Henry is an attraction, but with a prince
and an admiral so near, the house does a royal
trade, f•1ll at all times."
"That is bad for our finding quarters for the
night,'' said Dick, when the man had passed.
"Shall you wait, Dick?"
"Yes, there is a chance yet. When the carriage returns we will get close to it, push the
guards aside, seize the prince as he alights and
be away in a moment. In the dark we will be
out of sight so quickly that it will be as if we
had vanished."
"Jove! the idea is a dating one, Dick. It must
succeed."
"It ought .to, Bob, but we must take every precaution."
The boys then returned to the boats where the
boys ·h ad sheltered themselves as much as possible
so as to avoid getting wet, the drizzle being as
bad as a steady downpour. Dick and Bab sheltered themselves under the trees and waited,
not knowing just when the price would return,
but satisfied that he would do so some time during the night. The boys who had been with
Dick and Bob told the others of the affair at the
Beekman mansion and greatly interested them.
Later Dick sent Jack and Will to watch and to
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give warning of the approach of the prince so " the waiter, who secured an extra fee for the
tha' all might be on hand.
service. Dick paid the score, his wearing his
"We ought to get him i;f we make a sudden greatcoat being thought nothing of, as the min·Rdash, Dick," declared Bob, who was ready for ing was cool. The two boys left the Royal Arms
anything.
_
and walked toward the water, passing the B'eek"l think we ought, Bob," Dick returned, "but man House on their way. On the street they
you can't tell. There's many a slip, you know."
saw a cart drawn by two horses standing before
"Yes, I know that, but we will be on the watch a tavern the teamster having evidently gone in
and they won't, and a sudden dash will take them to get his morning dram. At the same moment
quite off their guard."
Dick caught sight of a figure 'Which at once at"To be sure, Bob, and that is what we will tracted his attention. It was that of a boy about
make, but we were. disappointed before and there ~ixteen, in the uniform of a royal middy.
.
is no telling· what may happen. We will do all
. "Bob!" hissed Dick. ".There he is now!"
we can, at any rate."
Bob turned his head, saw the midshipman and
It was an hour or more before the boys on muttered:
.
watch signaled to Dick that the carriage was
"The prince, Dick, Prince William Henry himcoming, the rain n·ow coming down with con- self!"
siderable violence. The boys all went forward,
"Yes, and now is our time!"
determined to do their best to capture the prince,
There were three or four mounted redcoats,
even if they did not get the admiral, who was all officers, at a little distance, but the prince
only a secondary personage in their eyes, after was on foot and seemed to be enjoying an early
all. The darkness and the rain favored them and morning stroll by himself, although no doubt the
they got close along the walk, Dick and Bob being redcoats were part of his escort. The• rain had
at the foot of the steps, and all being ready ceased, th~ sun s.hone brightly; and the air, alwhen the carriage drove up. It drove up to the though a little crisp, was fresh and invigorating.
steps and then· the house doors flew open, and The_ royal midshipman was near the boys and
from either side of the broad veranda came commg toward them, the cart being close to them.
footmen with flaming torches, while down the
·."The cart, Bob!" hissed Dick. "Into it with
steps hurried two men, bearing open umbrellas, him and then to the shore. The boys will be
great rarities in ·those days. The prince was ready and we'll go up the river and deliver him
not left alone for a second, and there were men to the authorities in Westchester."
on both sides of the coach, as well as in the rear.
Along came the prince, and both boys stood
Into the house -went the prince, away drove the aside and saluted. The boy smiled, and then both
coach, and lackeys and guards disappeared. The boys closed in upon him, seized him, picked him
boys slipped away in the darkness and Bob, when up and put him into the cart. They followed at
they were well away from the. house, stmttered: one~,. Die~ catchin_g up the reins and Bob re"Hang this ceremony! We would have had mammg m the tall of the cart. Off came the
him but for their link-boys and umbrella-bearers. bo~s' gr_eatcoats, as being in the way, and now
That's the first time -I ·have seen one of those their umforms were seen.
"'1tlandish inventions· used to shield a man. It
"No harm will come to you, sir, but you are
is generally my lady who is thus taken care of. our ·prisoner!" said Dick, starting the horses ofl'
What is the use of an umbrella to an able-bodied at a gallop.
boy, anyhow?"
There was an outcry at once from the British·
"Mr. Jonas Hanway, who took the first um- officers and they put spurs to their horses ·and
brella to .London some thirty years ago, created dashed after the two daring boys.
as much opposition to the thing as you have
"We can't make the boats yet, Bob," said Dick, _
shown, Bob," laughed Dick. "They hooted him "but I know a turn a little farther on which I
and pelted him with stones."
can take and get to them."
"I don't wonder" muttered Bob. "A man who
"All right, Dick, but here they come!"
can't stand a little wetting must be pretty weak."
"Let them, Bob. I don't need much time."
The festivities continued in the general's quarThen away they went, like the wind.
ters, but Dick knew that there was no hope of
being able to carry out their plan that night,
and he said to the boys:
"Make yourselves as comfortable as you can, CHAPTER IV.-A Bold. Attempt and A Failure. ·
boys. I doubt if you could get accommodations
at the one or two inns about, even if it were
On went the cart containing the two Liberty
safe for you to venture thither in your uniforms. Boys and Prince William Henry, but after it, racThe rain may cease by morning, an(! I shall make ing at their utmost speed, followed the redcoats.
another attempt."
_
One of the officers had a faster horse than the
The boats were drawn up at a · point on shore others, and he gained rapidly upon his fellows
where there were plenty of trees to shelter them, and upon the boys in the cart. The prince
some of the boys found nearby barns where they steadied himself as the cart rattled on, Dick
could get shelter, and all were comfortable. Dick standing and driving at full speed. On came
and Bob went to the Royal Arms, where the land- the redcoats, and soon the leading officer was
lord had not been able to fill all his rooms as he alongside the cart, while one or two were close
had hoped, and had two or three to dispose of. to the tail, where Bob, sword in hand, prepared
The boys were up early and had their break- for the expected attack. Dick threw one arm
fast sent up to them, this being a common prac- around the prince, urging the horses forward at
tice in some taverns and being thought nothing full speed. The British officer dashed alongside
of by the landlord, .and rather encouraged by and aimed a blow at his head. Bob, in the tail--
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of the cart, parried the blow aimed by another
redcoat.
"Stop, you infernal rebels!" thundered the office r. "This is high treason I"
The prince seemed much less disturbed than
the redcoats and steadied himself as best he could
while he watched the chase between his abductors
and the men. Bob sent one redcoat's sword flying from his hand by a clever stroke and took
his· the hat and wig of another, getting ready
for others, who were coming on at a gallop. Then
they flew on faster than before, leaving the redcoats behind. They could not keep on along that
road, however, for they were sure to encounter
other redcoats, the alarm having been sounded,
and Dick watched for the turn he had spoken of
to Bob. He saw it and turned the horses' heads
into it. One of the forward wheels came off
as Dick was making the turn, but not before he
saw it. He turned sharper than he would have
done and shouted, releasing his hold on the
prince:
.
"Jump, sir, jump, forward and to one side.
Follow me."
He jumped himself, lighting safely on his feet,
and was followed, a moment later, by Price Willian Henry, who suffered no injury.
"Quick, Bob, to the boats!" hissed Dick.
The redcoats came dashing up, but not soon
enough to catch the dar-ing young patriots, who
went flying down the turn and then through a
lane which Dick knew, being out of sight before
the arrival of the enemy.
"Which way did the rebels go your highness? "
asked the .officer. "We will soon have them, and
I can promise them that they will both be hanged
in short order."
"I can't tell you , captain," said the prince.
"The American captain kept me from a serious
injury and I cannot fo'1·get it. They were both
of them brave boys."
"Captain? Why, the rebels have no officers!"
"I always thought they did and rather good
ones at that," drily.
"This way," said the officer, pointing. "You
will find the rebels down there. They cannot
escape."
The redcoat pointed in the wrong direction,
although with no desire to save Dick and Bob, but
simply because he knew no better. Meantime ,
Dick and Bob reached the shore, hurried into
the boats and were rowed away, Dick saying:
"Up the river, boys, it is the safest now. There
will be places where we can hide. We cannot go
down safely now, and I have not yet given up
our plan to steal a prince."
"We had him," said Bob, "and the wheel of the
cart had to come off."
The boys rowed steadily, but there was no
alarm, and they kept on up the river, keeping
near the shore where the trees shaded them, and
listening for any suspiciou s sounds. They kept
on up the river, past Blackwell 's Island and on
toward the Harlem, watching to see that no
enemy appeared. Dick sent Jack, Ben and Sam
ashore with Patsy to see if they could find some
patriots, there being a number of them on the
island. At the first house they saw they met a
sharp-fea tured woman, who looked at them suspiciously and said:
"You boys are rebels, aren't you? I see your
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blue coats. Our soldiers wear red. No, I hain't
got nothing for you, and if you don't get out I'll
set the dogs on you."
.
"All roight, ma'am, do it, an' we'll ate thim,"
said Patsy. "Sure we do be hungry enough."
"Go to Miss Thompson 's, down the road, if you
want anything, " the woman continued. . "They're
rebels. You want to look out for yourselve s,
though, 'cause there's soldiers around, and if they
see you they'll take you up and put you in the
guard-hou se."
"Sure, Oi knowed ye wor a koind-hea rted
body," said Patsy. "There's a look in yere beautiful blue eyes that towld ·me ye'd not be hard
on
poor bye an' now Oi know it. It wor only
funnin' ye wor, makin' out ye'd set the dogs on
us. Ye'd niver do it, ye're that koind-hea rted.
Sre no wan as purty as yerself cud do it."
The w:oman was no longer young and she had
never been pretty, nor even good-looking, her
eyes being a washed-o ut blue and her hair a
faded yellow, but she was susceptibl e to flattery, and now said, with a laugh:
·
"You're just a blarneyin g Irishman, but I've
never turned a body from my door yet, rebel or
no rebel, so come in and sit down and eat all y_ou
want and take away something with you. My
husband has gone away, so there will be no
one to say a word. There's a dandified fellow
that comes to see my daughter Jenny, sometime s,
and he's a Whig, too, but he won't say a word
if I tell him I won't let him come again if he
does."
While the boys were at Mrs. Pridgeon' s, Dick
and Bob went ashore, taking another road and
looking for a house where they might possibly
obtain help. They were not far from a considerable settlemen t, and Dick did not care ~
venture too far in his uniform for fear of trouble.
As he and Bob were ~oing along, they saw two
young men approachi ng, one being very well
dressed, wearing a fine coat of brown broadclot h,
a figured waistcoat , a beaver hat, ruffles at his
throat and wrists, and fine boots, the other being modestly dressed.
"Hallo! . this person thinks he is of some importance, " said Dick. "He is only a boy like us,
Bob, but see how he is dressed."
As the two strangers came along; the dandified
one said to Dick:
"You should take off your hat to me, sir. Don't
you know who I am? I am Ruthven Carruther s,
son of the richest man in Morrisan ia, the richest
loyal subject, I may say, but then we don't count
the rebels. By Jove! I believe you're a rebel
yourself! Take off your hat, you rebel, or--"
"And are you a Tory also?" asked Dick, addressing the companio n of Mr. Ruthven Carruthers.
"To be sure, I am the gentlema n's gentlema n." I
"Oh, his lackey!" laughed Dick. "I think we
might make a change of attire, Bob."
"Yes, it would be more convenien t," with a
laugh.
"Step aside into these bushes, Mr. Caruthers ,"
said Dick, suddenly drawing a pistol. "We are
going to change clothes with you."
Bob also drew his pistol, ar..d the dandy and hi~
man had no choic~ but to obey, although it was
done in fear and tremblin1;:. Dick quickly got
rid o! i1:is ::1.'.form "''.=; :o.:;i;Ul!o'f!d the attire of the
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dandy, who was assisted to take off his finery:
by his young man, never thinking of doing such
things himself. The dandy and his valet took off
their outer clothing only, and then Dick and Bob
gave them their gr·e atcoats,. which were long and
warm, and Dick said:
"I won't ask you to wear a 'rebel' uniform, and
I have use for mine as it is, but the greatcoats
will keep you warm, and that is all you need
for the present."
·
"But, dear me, I was going to Jenny Pridgeon's
house to ask her to go with me this evening to
see the-prince," whined Carr-uthers, "and how can
I do it in this attire?"
"Prince William Henry?" asked Dick."
,
"Yes, his royal highness. He is going to meet
some of the gentry at the assembly ball at the
Van Buren house this evening, and I have a card
and shall take Jenny, and ask the prince to dance
with her."
"Where does Jenny live?" asked Dick of the
valet.
"Down this road, the other way large unpainted house on the right," the valet answered.
"VerJ' well, I will deliver 'y our message. Now
get away as fast as you can, and if you return
I will--"
Dick raised his pistol, and master and man
both went up the road on the run, quickly dis·
appearing. The boys made neat bundles of their
uniforms, intending to stow them away in the
boats, but first Dick thought he would go t-0 the
Pridgeon house and see what he could learn.
The boys were nearly through their breakfast
when Jenny, suddenly looking out of the window
said, excitedly:
"Dear me! there's Ruthven Caruthers now, and
his man with him. I've a good mind not to let
them· in."
"If I am not very much mistaken," laughed
Jack, "that is Dick Slater and Bob Estabrook,
his lieutenant, and I should say to let them in by
all means."
CHAPTER V.-Dick Meets the Prince.
Dick and Bob entered, seeing the boys there,
and Jack introduced them to Jenny and her
mother.
·
·
"Well, I know, of course, that you are not
Ruthven Carruthers, nor 'is th.e lieutenant his
man, but as I saw you coming along I was ready
to declare that you were."
"Perhaps I can explain," said Dick, with a
smile. "We met Mr. Carruthers and his man not
very far from here, and he said he was coming
to invite you to ' go and meet Prince William
Henry this evening."
. "I shan't go!" cried Jenny, with spirit. '·"qr
not with Ruthven Carruthers, at any rate. I d
like to see a real live prince, but I wouldn't go
with that dandy if I never went."
"Would you go with me?" asked Dick, smiling.
Jenny blushed, laughed and then said:
"Why, yes, of course, but how did you happen
to get his clothes? Or are yours the same as
his?"
"I asked him for them," smiling, the boys
laughing outright.
;
. .
"At the p'int of a pistol, wor it, captain, dear?"
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asked Patsy. "Sure, Oi know ye have a takin'
way with ye."
"Yes, but we must get away from here or the
fellow may send others, even 'if he does not come
himself," said Dick. "We must find a hidingplace till evening."
"But you are not going to the assembly, surely?" askep Jenny, in great surprise, opening her
eyes wide.
"I certainly am," replied Dick, "and I shall be
glad to call for you if you care to go."
"Why, but you are a rebel and they will know
you and-isn't it very dangerous?"
"Yes, and that is just why I am going. However, you will be in no danger, and if you want
to go I shall be delighted to come for you."
"Oh, I would admire to go, but I'd never go
with that dandy. You are not afraid of being
seen?"
"I may be, but I am not afraid of it; but
come,' boys, we must go. We will see you again,
Jenny."
"I've got some suits of my husband's that are
too small for him that you can wear," said
Jenny's mother. "You can't go about in these
uniforms."
~We would be very glad to get them, ma'am,"
said Dick, "for I want to send some of the boys
out for this and that, and it would not do for
them to be seen in Continental uniforms."
Jenny got the suits, and the boys took them
and also something to eat for the others, Mrs.
Pridgeon telling Dick about the Thomp son and
some other patriot families in . the neighborhood
who, she had no doubt, would gladly help them.
The boys then went to the boats, and Dick sent
out those who put on the clothes Jenny had given
them to get something to eat and wear for the
rest, while he and Bob went elsewhere to see what
they could learn. They heard of the assembly
to be given that evening, and Dick said:
"There will be a chance to do something Bob,
and we must take it. The prince is making the
rounds and is in great demand, and there will
be people about him most of the time, but there
ought to be a few minutes during the evening
when we could ceatch him aione, and I am going
to watch for it and have the boys ready so that
they can act at a moment's warning. We must
carry out our plan to-night, Bob."
"It seems as if we ought, Dick. We have had
so many slips that it seems as if now we ought
to be doing something."
"We will try it, at any rate," in a determined
tone. "We set out to do it and I don't like to
fail."
"No, although we a;re not discouraged by failures. If anything, it only makes us more determined to succeed the next time."
Dick and Bob were free from suspicion as long
as they did not go where there were too many
people and -where they might meet the dandy, and
at length they went·back to the boats, where most
of the boys had been able to get other clothes
so that they .were able to go about without being
suspected.
"Suppose Carruthers goes to the assembly,
Dick, and sees you?" suggested Jack. "Won't it
be awkward?"
.
"I have his card," laughed Dick, "and even if
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he goes there will be many there and I will
keep a lockout for him."
Along in the ~fternoon the boys went into the
town and saw at once that there was some excitement, something unusual going on.
"I'll wager that the prince is here, Dick," declared Bob.
"I would not be surprised, Bob. Let us inquire."
They presently came to a handsome mansion,
and here they saw a crowd of men and boys
standing looking at the house, into which now
and then some one entered. There were guards
at the door, and Dick could see the gleam of scarlet uniforms through the windows, and presently
caught sight of the figure of Prince William
Henry himself.
"He is there, Bob," he whispered.
"Yes, I see him."
"I a m going in presently, Bob, when others do."
"Look out for Carruthers, Dick."
"Yes, I will keep a watch for him."
Presently a big family carriage drove up. A
pompous-looking man, a fat woman, two scrawnyl coking girls and a couple of weak-looking young
men alighted. The crowd parted for them and
they went up the walk, Dick and Bob following
close behind and seeming to be of their party.
·The crowd laughed at the idea of so many getting out of one family coach, but did not suspect
that the boys were what they were. There was
a stir at the door, and then Dick heard a footman call out:
"Jonathan Splurges, Esq., and Mrs. Splurges,
Miss Cynthia Splurges and the Honorable Miss
Henrietta Jones-Splurges, Mr. Jonathan, Jr., and
Mr. Peleg Splurges."
Then Dick went forward and presented his
card, tlie footman called out:
"The Honorable Reuben Crowthers and gentleman' "
Di~k was glad that the · footman did not give
the . correct name, as there might be some one
there who knew the dandy and would detect the
deceit.
"Say nothing, Bob," he whispered, "but keep
your eyes and ears open. I· only hope that the
prince will not recognize me. I don't know how
keen he is at such things."
Dick presently walked up and was presented
to the prince at a time when no one else was
being presented, and received a gracious smile.
Dick's manners were free and he did not exhibit
the slightest sign of trepidation, saying, quietly:
"We should be pleased to see more of your
highness. I think, too, you would be taken with
u s. Some of our young men have very taking
ways."
'·Yes, I met two ·of that sort this morning,"
with a smile, "but I was not taken with them.
The cart broke down."
"Really?" and Dick did not seem to understand.
"Yes," but the prince did not explain, and
just then somebody came to be- presented and
Dick stepped aside.
"I am safe, Bob," he whispered to Bob in a moment or two. "He does not remember me, although he made a joke about the affair of this
morning. He has very gracious manners and is
a very pleasant boy, I should judge. I would
like to be better acquainted."
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"Well, it looked as if we might get quite close
to him at one time," chuckled Bob.
.T here were people coming and going all the
time, and Dick watched to see if the young dandy
was there, but did not see him or hear his name
called. The prince was presently alone again,
and Dick approached with easy manners and
spoke to him. Just then some British officers
approached, and Dick recognized one as the
officer who had been alongside the cart in the
morning.
"Mr. Carruthers, Captain Clayton," said the
royal midshipman. "You should really know each
other."
The officer looked sharply at Dick and then
said: ·
"I am under the impression that we have met
before."
"Very likely," returned Dick, carelessly. "I
meet a great many persons, sometimes hundreds
·
in a day."
"But I do not remember the name Carruthers,"
.
the officer said.
"It is not an uncommon one," carelessly.
"And you bear a considerable resemblance to a
certain rebel officer whom I have seen. Does
your highness remember--"
"Mr. Ruthven Carruthers!" shouted the footman, and at that moment the Splurges family
and some others pressed forward.
Dick stepped aside and in a moment there we1·e
several persons between him and the captain, the
young patriot stooping and picking something
•
from the floor.
"The fellow knows me," he said to himself. "I
'
mu st be c-autious."
At the entrance to the dining-room, where
there were a number of men drinking punch and
partaking of light refreshments, Dick saw Bob
and said to him in a low tone:
"The captain who gave chase to us this morning is here."
"Yes, I saw him and was going to tell you."
"He knows me, I think. And then Carruthers
·
is here."
"I heard him announced. We shall have to
look sharp, Dick."
"Yes; follow me. Clayton, the redcoat I spoke
·
of, is coming."
The boys went into the dining-room and thence
to the conservatory, from which there was a door
into the garden. The redcoat lost sight of them,
but Dick kept him in sight and said to Bob:
"Into the garden, Bob. It will not be safe to
remain longer, since that dandy has come."
"No, but how will you arrange it to-night,
·
Dick?"
"I will see, Bob," quietly, and the boys passed
into the garden as the redcoat entered the conservatory, looking for them.
He had not seen them, but he evidently thought
that they might be in the place, for he came in
looking all about him. Dick took out the key
of the door and locked it on the outside as the
redcoat caught sight of him. It was not the
officer's desire to create a scene at such a time,
apparently, and he beckoned to some one ae he
hurried forward. Dick saw three or four redcoats enter the conservatory, and then he hurried, with Bob, down a shaded path where he
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suppose," laughed the captain. "The fellow was
Dick' Slater, wasn't it?"
"Yes, I believe he was. He robbed me and my
man and--"
"Yes, we know all that. We are on the lookout
CHAPTER VI.-,-Making Their Plans.
for him, and if he attempts to come to the ball
to-night he will be arrested. There will be
The boys wm-e greatly interested in what Dick guards placed at all points, and no one will be
told them, and Jack Warren said, with some allowed to enter who is not known to some one
aaxiety:
in authority."
"But won't that interfere with your arrange"We shall have to tell Dick that," said Ben.
ments to-night? Won't they put such a lot of
"Ah, that is very good. I am well known, of
guards around that it will be impossible to enter course, but I must be assured of full protection
the assembly-room unless one is thoroughly well before I present myself."
.
known'?"
"Oh, you will have it,'' returned the captain,
"I have the card of Jonathan Splurges, Esq., with a sly laugh. "We will send send a file of
and may get in on it," laughed Dick. "I picked soldiers to conduct you hither, a:rrd I will myself
it from the floor. Mr. Ruthven Carruthers has give you a pass which will be as good as if the
probably told how badly he was trea~ed and thus prince himself had signed it."
explained how I happened to get his name and
"The fellow does not know that he 'is being
clothes, so it will not do to use him again."
made game of,'' murmured Sam. "He must be
The boys had hidden their boats where there half-witted, indeed, as Jenny said."
was no danger of their being found, having dis"Oh, no, but he thinks more of himself than
covered an old and unused wharf under which anything else," replied Ben, with a chuckle.
they put them and as there were few of them
"Ah, that will be quite sati sfactory," declared
now in uniform, they could go about more freely. Ruthven Carruthers, in a satisfied . tone. "Would
Dick, Bob and Jack went to supper a.t the Prid- you kindly write me out the pass now, captain?
geon house, the others going to different places, Then I shall be sure of proper protection in preBen, Sam and Harry Judson going to a tavern , senting myself for the admiration of the prince."
where they were safe from observation, although
The three Liberty Boys had all they could do
the landlord was a Tory and there were redcoats to keep from laughing outright at the conceited
in the tap-room. The three boys sat in a corner fellow, and the captain grinned boardly as he
away from the redcoats and . ordered a frugal said, taking out a despatch book:
supper, keeping th~r eyes and ears open for ,
"Certainly, with the greatest of pleasure. It
anything of importance to the Liberty Boys. would be really too bad if his highness were
They were eating their supper when a gaily deprived of the pleasure of paying you his redressed young man, not much more than a boy, spects, Mr. Cruthven."
in fact, came in, looked around and said to the
"Ah, Ruthven, Ruthven Carruthers. Be sure
redcoats near Ben and the rest:
and spell it conectly."
"Ah! did you know that there were rebels
"Never mind the spelling. The document will .
about?" ·
secure you admission and full protection,'' and
"Who is this fellow?" asked Ben, quietly, of the the captain began to write, grinning as he did so.
others.
.
When he had finished he said, holding up the
"I should imagine it was Ruthven Carruthers, leaf torn from his book:
by the look of him," replied Harry.
"Here you are, sir. 'This is to certify that the
"Wait and see," added Sam. "He answers to bearer must be given full freedom and all the
the description of the dandy, but there may be protection possible, as he is a person of · the utothers."
most importance. J. G. Geoffrey Austen, capThe redcoats did not pay any attention to the tain.' There, is that satisfactory?"
foppish fellow, and he went closer to them and
"Perfectly, sir," and the dandy took the paper
said :
and put it in the outer pocket of his wine-colored
"Ahl you don't seem to have heard what. I coat, in order not to disturb the set of the same
said. There are rebels in the neighborhood, I by unbuttoning it. Then he went out, while the
remarked. Perhaps you don't know me? I am redcoats laughed, and the captain said:
Ruthven Carruthers, son of the richest man--"
"That is the silly fellow whom the clever young
"Well, donkey, have you found them?" asked rebel got the best of. The rebel is clever, I will
one of the redcoats, an officer. "We know that admit. He and his companion slipped away from
they had been here, but whll!re are they now?"
us in the neatest manner imaginable. And the
"And I am going to the assembly hall to-night. fellow actually talked with his highness and
I shall have to be protected. I was robbed by bore himself like a gentleman."
two rebels to-day, and I must have protection,
"Well, I suppose one may be a rebel and yet a
do you hear?"
gentleman," observed one of the party.
"I thought the prince was better-looking," said
"Not often, but it was so in his case. That
one of the redcoats.
attempt to run way with the prince was_one of
"Ah, but I am not the prince, I am Ruthven the most darin~ things I ever witnessed.''
Carruthers. Yes, I was robbed not only of my
"But there will be an extra guar.d placed about
clothes, but of my name. The saucy rebel actu- the house?"
ally had the effrontery to have himself intro"Yes, and I am one of the officers of the guard. n
duced to the prince under my name. What do
"Then that paper which he thought so amusyou think of that?"
ing is really a very important document," said
"Well, he must have been put to it for one, I Harry to Sam, in a low tone.
was out of sight in a moment. Then the boys
went back to where the others were waiting.
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"Yes, and Ben has it and Dick will have it.
The captain provided the very best means of
passing the guard."
.Lights were now brought and the room was
well lighted, looking very cosy and cheerful, the
landlord having a fire lighted on the hearth, thus
increasing the comfort as well as the cheerful
look. Sam and Harry heard the sound of a
cricket in a corner, knew it to be oa signal from
Ben, and presently arose and went out, having
already settled the score. Outside they saw Ben,
who said, with much satisfaction:
"I've got it, boys I That is just the thing that
Dick wants. Come, let us go to the house and
give it to him."
The boys hurried over to the house where Dick,
Bob and Jack were, and quite surprised the
young captain by giving him the pass which
Captain Austen had made out for the dandy.
"The redcoat thought the whole thing was a
great joke,'' laughed Ben, "but when you turn
the joke the other way he will not think it so
funny."
"That is very good," declared Dick. "It is very
fortunate 1 that you were there. I think I can
use thisy-11.nd once I am at the ball I will try to
carry out our plan. The thing will require a
little thought, but ·if all you boys work with me
I don't see why we should not carry it out."
"You can depend upon u s,'' declared Jack Warren, and all the boys present echoed what he said.
"There is just this about it, Jenny,'' added
Dick. "You folks are Tories, and while you :nave
been kind to us we do not want to get you into
any trouble and have you do anything against
your principles."
"My! what are you going to do, captain?" asked Jenny's mother.
"We are going to try to carry off the prince
and deliver him to our Government. We do not
intend to hurt him or to offer him any insult,
but we do want to make him a prisoner and that.
is why we are going to the assembly ball to-night.
We have co·me many miles to carry out this plan,
but we do not want your help if you do not
approve of it, or if it will make any trouble for
you."
"You boys are pretty plucky, I think," the girl
answered. "Why, if you were caught you would
all be sent to prison and maybe hanged for it."
"That's what would happen." replied Dick,
gravely, "but we don't mean to be caught if we
can help it."
The boys went off to the boats, while Jenny
got ready for the assembly.

CHAPTER VIL-A Very Close Miss.
Dick decided not to go back to Jenny's house
but to make all their arrangements elsewhere
and then carry them out on their own account
and with no assistance from any one, so that no
one would get into trouble through them. Dick
went ahead of time somewhat so as to locate
-the place where the assembly was to be held and
get the plan of it so as to let the others know
where they should post themselves. He found the
place, which was a public building used for meetings of the people, fairs, elections and various
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things, finding a man in charge, although none
of the guests had as yet arrived and there were
few persons about. Dick entered upon saying
that he was a member of a committee sent to investigate the arrangements for the prince's comfort, and soon knew just how the rooms ·were
situated and where to place the boys to the best
advantage. He was looking about and was on
the point of leaving, when, as he entered the
main room! from the ante-rom he saw Captain
Austen and three or four redcoats come out of
a smaller room. They saw him at the same moment and Austen recognized him, Dick not having yet changed his clothes.
"By George! there is the rebel, Slater; now!"
cl'lied the captain. "Do not let him <0scape, but
don't make any noise."
Dick ran into the ante-room, but the windows
were fastened and before he could open one or
break the glass he was surrounded.
.
"Take the fellow to the little card-room," muttered Austen. "It will not be used, and we can
keep him there till after the assembly. Nothing
must interfere with the success of this affair, and
if it should be !known that there was a plot
against the prince, no one would come and the
rebels would talk."
"The loyal citizens must be thought of, of
course," !!laid another, whom Dick recognized,
"and they must not be prevented from showing
their devotion to his hlghness, ais it is quite
proper they should. Some one must see that no
one enters the room where the rebe"l is prisoner."
Dick was taken to a small room with on&
window and one door and left alone untill thG
redcoats could station a ·s entry outside. His pistols had bee'Il taken from him, but he was not
bound and as soon as the footsteps of the redcoats became faint he picked up one of. the
chairs and broke out all the lower pane's of the
window. It was not far to the ground and he
leaped out and was. out of sight by the time the
redcoats came running back to s ee what the
noise meant.
"That did not take long," he · said to himse'lf,
"but it was unfortunate, for now the captain
will be on the lookout and perhaps the sentries
will be doubled. Something mu st be done and
quoickl y."
He hurried back to the Thompson house, where
he told Bob and the rest to meet him, and told
them what had happened.
•
"We are known, Bob," he said. "We will give
the pass and the card to Jack and Ben and let
them fi nd their way to the ante-room and admit
us by the window. We can get in easily enough
when they are once open. If there are guards
outside, we can take care of them in short time."
Jack Warren and Ben had very handsome suits
now and would look well . at any gathering, and
Dick had, therefore, selected them to go into
the hall and make the arrangements for carrying out the plans of Dick. When the guests
began to assemble, J ack Warren and Ben Spurlock went to the place where the assembly was
to be held and went in with a number of others,
managing to get in without trouble, there being
some confusion and their passes being given only
a cursor y glance.
There were guards all around the building,
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but Dick, Bob and seven or eight of the Liberty
Boys made their way to the rear of the building
by a back road and at a convenient time, suddenly sprang upon the two guards under the
ante-room windows and took off their coats,
bountl them in short order.
"That much is done·,'' muttered Dick, "Stow
these fel.lows in a corner somewhere so that they
will not be noticed, and then we will wait for
the boys' signal."
Harry and Will put on the guards' coats over
their own, took up their muskets and marched
up and down, the officer of the guard, who
shortl y came that way, being totall y deceived
by them.
"Thafs right, keep strict watch," he said.
"These rebels are clever enough to try and get in
here, and we must ·show them that we are too
smart for them."
Dick, Bob and the others were hidden not ten
feet away when the officer made this statement,,
and had all they could dq to keep from laughing
outright. In a few minutes a window above
them was open and Jack put out his head and
whistled.
"All right," said Dick, in a cautious tone.
"The prince is her~, everybody is crowding
around to be presented, the girls especially," said
.Jack. "There are cupboards here where you can
hide. The ball will soon be in progress."
Jenny was there, looking very pretty, and
both the boys danced with her, the girl telling
her pa1;tner that the boys were friends of hers
and that he would like them if he were better
acquainted. Ruthven Carruthers was there, but
could not get any more eligible partners than
the Splurges girls, or the Honorable Miss
Splurges-Jones, who was old enough to be his
mother. He saw Jenn y dancing and asked her
to be his partner, but the lively girl told him that
she was engaged for all the evening and then
suggested that he dance with Miss Splurges or
The
some equally unprepossessing maiden.
dandy knew Donald Boyd and did not recognize
Jack or Ben, nor was he suspicious of them.
The boys danced with Donald's sisters and with
other pretty girls and quite enjoyed themselves,
having a chance now and then to get quite close
to the prince, and at length being in the same
set of a cotillon with him. When it was fini shed
and the royal middy led his partner to a seat,
Jack managed to slip up and say,.in a low, confidential tone:
"There is some one to speak with your highness in the ante-room, concerning the affair of
this morning."
"Hal they were plucky fellows, if they do call
them rebel s," laughed the prince. "I think I
shall let the matter drop."
"You had better tell the mes·senger yourself,
sir," added Jack. "This is the pass he brought."
Jack showed the pass signed by· Captain
Austen and ,l('iven to the dandy.
"Very well," said the prince, and followed Jack
rapidly into the ante-room, Ben following and
quickly shutting the door.
Then Jack whistled softly and out came Dick
and Bob and the others, Sid throwing open the
Rindow and whistling to those beli>w. Dick,
Bob, Jack, Ben and Rob were around the prince
ln an instant. Then the door •.·· a ~ ""dd enly
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thrown open, and Captain Au sten a nd a number ·
of redcoats rushed in.
"Ha! f.eize the rebels! Treason ! Seize them !
Fire upon them!" the ang1·y redcoats shouted.
Out of the window went the boys in a moment.
"Hallo! an abduction!" shouted the prince, the
sound of heavy footsteps being heard at that
moment. Then a number of redcoats with lantern s and torches came suddenly into view around
the corner of the building.
"Hallo, guards! ·Rebels ! Shoot them down !
They have carri~d off his highness, arrest them! "
shouted Au sten from t he w in dow.
"Not so loud, captain," said the royal middy.
"You must not break up the a ssembly."
The redcoa ts charged upon the Libert y Boys ,
the prince having suddenly released hirn se'lf and
Dick gave a quick signal which all understood.
The redcoats heard only the ·cry of a nighthawk,
but the boys knew it was a si gnal of danger and
th at they must make their escape at once. Bob
sent one of the redcoats flying and Jack upset
another, Dick causing one with a torch to fall
against his companions and create a lot of confu ion.
"Good night, s ir," he said. "Better luck next
time, I hope."
"Jove! but the fellow is a daring as well as a
clever boy," said the prince.
· The boys scattered in many directions and,
knowing where they were going, were soon out
of sight and defied pursuit. The prince was pu t
into the window and the assembly was resumed,
only a few there knowin1-; what had happened
and nothing being said about it. The boys went
to the wharf and got out their boats in haste,
entering them and pulling away without delay.
They were all there, and Dick said :
"Well, we made a good attempt and failed by
the merest slip. We cannot remain in this neighborhood, .for there will be a thorough ~arch
made and any one who is not known will be
sure to be arre.11ted."
"Where will you go, Dick?'! asked Bob.
"To King's Bridge. We can get there during
the night and we will be safe as the redcoats are
on the New York island side, but we must be
careful, for all that."
"We could go through the creek, cross the
Hudson and be back at our old quarters by
morning, Dick."
- "Yes, I know, but I have not yet given up the
lJlan to steal Prince Willi~m Henry, Bob," was
Dick's reply.
"All right, Dick, we are all with you," shortly.
"Keep as quiet as you can, boys," said" Dick.
in a low tone. "I think that they are making a
search along the river."
The boys pulled <steadily with muffled oars,
and being shrouded in darkness and making no
noise, they went on along the river, hearing
voices, but not being seen.
"Do you hear oars, Jarviss?" a sked some one
in the darkness.
"N_9, ~nd they'll not be on the river. They'll
steal horses or carts and get away that fashion,
if they don't run, the saucy rebels."
"There are men out in all directions looking
for them, and it won't be long before the treasonou s rascals are caught."
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I'll rouse some one and let your wants be
known."
The landlady appeared at this moment and was
as surprised as the groom to see Dick and the
Liberty Boys.
"You haven't the whole troop with you surely,
captain?" asked the worthy woman.
"No, Mrs. Jennings, not more than a score
of us. We have been on a great adventure and
escaped the enemy last night."
"Scouting and spying, I suppose, seeing that
you are not in uniform, captain? Well, well,
that is dangerous work:"
"Yes, ma'am, so it is,'' replied Dick, who did
not care to tell -0f the errand he had been on,
lest some Tory might hear of it and get word
to the enemy that Dick Slater and some of the
Liberty Boys were about.
There was room for Dick, Bob, Ben, Jack and
a few more of the boys_, the rest finding accommodation farther up tne road. Dick and his
party had an early breakfast or a late supper,
whichever it might be called, and then, the sun
n-0t being yet up, they went to bed, Dick and Bob,
and Harry and Jack1in one room, and Ben, Sam,
Will and Rob in another.
"We are going to sleep when most folk are
waking up," laughed Bob, "but we were up all
night and that makes a difference."
The boys were soon sound asleep, and woukl
have slept for hours but for an unexpected disturbance. Dick had been asleep not two hours
when he was awakened by a clatter of hoofs and
a rattle of arms under his windows, hearing loud
voices and a general stir in the house as well.
The noise continuing, he arose and looked cautiously out of the window, having a suspicion,
CHAPTER VIII.-Anothe1· Chance.
from the sound of the voices, that the persons
The boys went on steadily and at length neared who were making all the noise below were not
He was cautious, therefore, and it
the settlement at King's Bridge. Dick knowing friendly.
was well he was, for the first thing he saw was
it, although everything was dark and still.
Hessians in the inn yard below and then
"We had better wait, bo~s," he said. "It is a lot ofredcoats
and a number of Delancey's
too dark to land now, and we could not see to some
Loyalists.
put up our boats which we will want later ."
"What's the matter, Dick?" asked Bob, wak"To get across the river with, I su ppose?"
ing up and looking about him in rather a bereplied Bob.
"Yes, for we may not be able to get others." wildered fashion.
"Hessians, Bob, and Tories. There are some
The boys waited till dawn, keeping on the
West chester side, and ai; last, when it was light redcoats, too. The yard below is full of them."
"Hallo! wake up, Harry," said Jack, sitting up
enough to, see, secreted th.e boats where no one
was likely to .find them and went ashore, keeping in bed. "The redcoats are after us!"
· "I want to know!" c1·ied Harry, sitting bolt
on till they came to a tavern where they were
knovm. The people were just stirring when the upright in a moment. "I should call that taking
boys reached the place, and Dick managed to a mean advantage of a fellow."
"I don't know that they are after us," said
arouse a ·sleepy groom, who knew him and said:
"Why, bless my eyes! is that you, captain ? Dick, with a laugh, "but I think 'we had better
I thought you were over the river. Have you get up, as there is no knowing what may hapcome to drive out the Hessians and Tories and pen."
redcoats that keep coming up from below, yes
Dick then began to dress rapidly, the others
and from over the river, too?"
·
doing the same, and now and then looking out
"There are none here now, are there?" asked cautiously to see what was going on below. Ben
Dick.
presently came to the door and said that from
"No, but they are just across, on the island, the front of the house they could see a number
and they do say that they are coming over here of redcoats going up the road, and then! was
a gain, as they have been before."
evidently a raid in progress.
"But they are not here now? The place is
"Get ready and go out quietly, Ben." said Dick
safe enough for us ? · There is something of a "It will be safer for us somewh.at nearer ho rne
party of us and we .are tired, sleepy and hungry than this. It is fortunate that we are not in
and in need of rest."
uniform just now."
"The inn is as safe as anywhere, captain, and
The boys were soon .ready and went ·below a
"It will be .s ome time I fancy before that
happens," thought Dick.
The men went away, but farther on Dick saw
lights on shore and heard voices.
"Pull ahead, boys," he saidhquietly, "and keep
in midstream. We will fool t ese fellows."
On went the boys, and at length some one
shouted from the bank:
"Hallo, the boat! What are you doing?"
"Looking for rebels," returned Dick.
"Did they go that way?"
"'I have every reason to believe that they did,"
gruffly.
"Well, I hope you'll find 'em. We haven't seen
'em ourselves."
"Shouldn't wonder if we did," replied Dick,
and the boats went on, the redcoats going another way.
"That was well done," muttered Bob. "The
redcoats had no idea that we were the very ones
thev were looking for."
They heard voices now and then, but they grew
fainter and fainter, a.nd at last the boys knew
that they were safe from pursuit, and that if
they were cautious they would avoid the guards
farther up the river and reach a place of safety.
Once over in Westchester, in the neighborhood
of King's Bridge, they would be safe, and they
went on, making no noise and watching and
listening for any suspicious sounds, knowing
that when they reached King's Bridge they
would have nothing to fear.
"Keep steadily on, boys," said Dick at length.
"We are in the creek now and there is not much
farther to go."
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f~w at a time, making their way out without we will join you.. We have no muskets, but we
arousing any suspicion and all getting away in have our pistols and we will do all we can."
safety. The boys at the other house had heard
"Fall in, boys," said the other. "There are
the alarm and were out of doors betimes, those more coming and we will send these fellows
who had not been able to change their. uniforms flying. They stole a march on us by pretending
getting away with the greatest despatch. All to be on .s ome expedition up the river and we
the region around King's Bridge was full of neglected this part of the county. Come on
Hessians, Tories, redcoats and camp followers, boys."
and the patriot citizens were in great consternaThere were other Hessians coming and redtion. Westchester had always been a great coats as well, but now the boys and their allies
neutral ground, being occupied by Tories and charged, and there was a tremendous din, a great
Wigs in turn and both striving for the mastery. rattle and clatter, plenty of smoke and dust, and
There were plenty of patriots in this part, how- then a cheer as the enemy fell back before the ·
ever, and there were Continental troops not far advancing patriots. The enemy made a stand
distant, so that it might not be long before the at King's Bridge, however, and as there were
Hessians and other invadors would find the too many of them for the patriots to drive back,
ground disputed and might be force·d to cross the they retired, satisfied with having prevented the
river again and remain on the island.
invaders from getting any further and keeping
"We ha d better keep away for a time,'' said a sharp watch upon them. The boy51 remained
Dick, "until we can get help, at any rate. with the Continentals, but in the early afternoon
There will be some one here shortly , you may be Dick got a suit of clothes, such as were gensure, to call these raiders to account, and then erally worn by the Quakers and set out for
we will have a chance to do something and show Kings' Bridge, intending to spy upon the enemy,
these fellows that the Liberty Boys are on hand." learn their numbers and intentions and anything
The boys were gathered near a house by the e!s:e of importance, and report to the general.
roadside at some little distance from the creek Dick Slater was a famous scout and spy, and he
when they saw a number of Hessians approach- had little fear of being recognized by the Hesing.
sians, or even by the redcoats, as there were
"Keep quiet till we see what these fellows are only a few who knew him in disguise and he
going to do, boys," said Dick, motioning to the hoped to avoid them.· There were some Westboys to get behind trees or fences. "We may chester Tories who knew him well, having been
have to do something now."
neighbors of his for years but these lived twenty
The pe·ople of the house were patriots, Dick miles away, and he did not count on their being
knew , but Hessians often failed to inquire to in the region whe're he was a t that time. Bob
which side one belonged, but helped themselves. would have liked to go with him, but Dick
They came up now, a score of them, and began thought it would be better to go a lone.
to pull .down the fences to make fire of them,
"In case I happened to meet any redcoat ofand to .go to the barn to kill the cattle.
ficers or Tory boys who knew me," he said, "it
"Come, boys , it is time we interfered," said would be harder for both of us . to get away
Dick, and, with a rush, the gallant fellows began t.fian if I were alone, although I don't know that
to attack the Hessians, using their pistols, having such thing will happen. Still, I think I will not
left their muskets behind them and shouting vig- take the risk now, Bob. Some of those redcoats,
orously:
Austen or his fello~s, might be at the bridge,
"Liberty forever! Down · with the . Hessians! and I want to be prepared."
Give it to the villains, boys! Drive out the . "You don't think that you will meet Prince
foreign hirelings !"
William Henry, do you?" a sked Bob, eagerly.
Crack! crack! crack! Pistols began to rattle
"No, I have not the slightest idea that I shall.
and crack and the Hessians found that they He has doubtless returned to the city by this
were not going to have things all their own time."
way by any means. Then some neighborhood
Walking along quietly, Dick attracted no great
boys came up, one of them shouting:
attention, as the sight of the Qu.aker boys in
"Hallo! there's Dick Slater, boys! Let's join the street was a
common one ana excited very
in and .h elp him."
little comment, and he at length reached King's
"Come on, boys!" cried Dick. "Get sticks, Bridge and saw redcoats, Hessians, Loyalists,
stones, anything you can lay hands on, and drive Rangers and Refuge·es and To1~ies everywhere.
these fellows back:"
At an inn near the bridge, which was almost
The boys needed no urging, for they knew exclusively patronized by Tories, he saw a boy
Dick's reputation and we're sure that if they from near his own home coming out with his
joined him they would be successful. The Hes- father.
sians speedily found that they were outnum"There's Bill Burgess and his father," he mutbered and that the boys were no mean foes, tered. "That's what Bob would call just my
some of them being expert shots and doing most lu"ck. I had no idea that Burgess and Bill would
effective work with their pistols. Men joined the be down here. Going to the city, perhap.s ."
boys, and. .now there was a heavy tramp as of a
Having seen the Tory boy first, Dick was able
number of armed men approaching, and Bob to keep out of sight and watched the old man
shouted:
and his son get into their chaise and drive off
"Hurrah! Here come some of our men! Now toward the city.
these fellows will have to take to their heels!"
"Bill wants to see the prince," he heard a
As the troops came on, Dick ran forward and groom say as he came up: "Well, I don't besaid to the captain, who was known to him: ·
lieve the prince will be very glad to see Bill.
"There are some of the Liberty Boys here, and No one is that knows the feller."
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"Old man Bur ~ess will be saying how he was
introduced to his highness and all that," he
laughed another. "Gosh! he'd foreclose a l'll:ortgage on him, if he could. That old man 1s a
regular skinflint."
"Bill's and his father's reputations are not
the best, even among the Tories," laughed Dick.
"So the prince is in the neighborhood , is he?
Probably _on the island. I will have to find out
where."
·
He had not intended crossing over to the island but what he had just heard changed his
plan~ and he went on, determined to learn all
that he could concerning the royal midshipman.
"If he is in the vicinity there may be an opportunity to ca1Ty out our plan," he thought,
"and I must find out all I ean. I did not expect
this, but they say that it is only the unexpected
that happens."
.
.
Dick kept on over the bridge, no one mterfering with him or even speaking to him, and at
length he saw a crowd ahead of him in front
of a fine house whel'e the royal standard was
floating, showing it to be the quarters of some
important officer. The crowd seemed to be ~et
tin g- in that direction, and Dick followed saymg
to himself:
"I would not be surprised if the prince were
there and the people are flocking to see him.
I must find out. "
In a short time he heard some one just in front
C>f him say :
"I don't see why evel'y one wants to run after
him for. A prince is a man just the same as
an y one elFe. They wouldn't run after me, I
guess."
"Well, you aren't the king's son, that's the
reason ."
. "I don't belive he's any smarter'n anybody
else, if he is."
"Maybe he ain't, but he's the prince. Wouldn't
you go to see the king- if he came here?"
"I dunno as I would. If I had to go out of my
way I wouldn't. A king ain't no more'n any one
el se. He couldn't help it, he was born a king.
If he got there by his smartness, same as a general, it would be different."
"Well I'll bet you'll go there, same as everybody, a~d go in and see him and shake hands
with him, too, if they'll let you."
"Well, I might, but I'm going that way, anyhow, so it's no trouble."
"He is here, all right," thought Dick. "I mu.st
get a look at him mygelf and find out how long
he is · going to be here and what guards there
are about the place and everything else. If we
can carry out our plan we must do so, and the
~ooner the better.
••

CHAPTER IX.-The Tory Boy's Revenge.
Dick followed the crowd and at last reached
the mansion over which the flag was flying, finding a steady stream of men, women and boys
going in, the front door being open, with redcoats
on each side and along- the walk leading to it.
The people went in by one door and left by another, after paying their respects to the prince,
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who was holding a reception for an hour or so
in order to ple·ase the people. Dick heard enough
to convince him that such 'Was the case, and he
determined to go in, have a look at the house,
learn what he could and then go away. There
were all sorts of persons in the crowd moving
along to see the rQyal midshipman, some welldres sed, others in homespun or smocks, and
Dick's appearance was no stranger than that
of many others, and no one seemed to .think anything- of it. To be sure, a few laughed at the
idea of a Quaker boy going to see a prince, but
Dick saw some real Quakers behind him, and
said to himself:
"Well, I am not the only one, so there is .
nothing to be said, and I suppose the prince is
as used to seeing Quakers in his own country
as in any one else."
He presently saw Bill Burgess and the old man
come out at the side door, but they did not see
him and probably would be gone by the time he
left, so he did not worry over the fact of their
being there. When near the door he saw Captain Au.sten in the hall, but there were guards
on each side of him and the crowd was pressing
behind him, there being no chance now to leave
the line.
"It is not very li~ht in there and he may ·not
see me," thought Dick. "Even if he does, he is
not certai?} to know me in this garb. I shall .
have to take the chances, anyhow."
He werit in with with others, and as he neared
the British captain the -attention of the latter
was called away and .he falled to notice Dick.
The prince was in the main room on the ground
floor, standing in the midst of a group of officers, the visitors filing past and being- presented
in turn. Some who considered themselves important enough had their names called out, while
others simply passed, bowed and went on. DiCk
noticed the position of the room and its location with ·references to others and passed on;
merely l;>owing as he went by, the prince paying
little attention to him and not recognizing him.
Dick had a chance to see something of the
house as he went out, and heard some one in
a rear room say:
"The front room on the floor above will be reserved for his highness to-night. See that ·everything in it is comfortable."
"It is comfortable enough for us, and I guess
it will do for him," was the answer, in rather
a petulant tone.
"But we don't have a prince in the house every
day."
"And a good thing, too. We don't have a
rabble in every day, either,, soiling the carpets,
scratching the floors and running (}fl'.' wrth things,
or -would if I did not keep an eye on them. We
neveT had the rag-tag- and bob-tail in here befor e,
and I hope we'll never have it again. The prince
does not like it any better than I do, poor boy,
but he's royal prince and ·h as got to put up
with it."
"So he's going to remain to-night, is he'?"
thought Dick. "That will give us a chance to do
something. With fleet horses we should be away
in a short time, and once over in Westchester
we can defy pursuit."
Out of the house nick looked about him, saw
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no sign of Bill Burgess or his father, and went
out of the · door-yard and down the street to get
an idea of the house and surroundings. As he
walked -on he suddenly saw Jenny Pridgeon, and
knew from her expression that she recognized
ihim and would probably speak to him. Donald
Boyd was with her, but there were people all
around, and if she called him by name some of
them might know him and give the alarm. He
stepped up quickly, therefore, and said:
''Good day, Friend Jane, and thee too, Friend
Donald. Thee is well? I am pleased to hear it.
Is thee going to see the prince? Princes are
vain things, and there is great waste of time
in following them. Does thee go my way, Friend
Jane?"
Jenny . laughed, winked at the boy with her,
and replied:
"Yes, to be sure, and we are glad to see you."
Dick led the way down a side street whe~
were few persons, and 11aid:
"I was afraid you might call my name without thinking and ~hat would be dangerous in
this neighborhood where so many know me. You
were not going to call on the prince ? "
"No, we w~re just walking about. There was
great excitement last night, but they kept every·
thing quiet and no one knew what had happened, no one suspecting that there had been an
attempt to carry off the prince."
"There will be another one some time,"
faughed Dick. "I won't say when, and then you
will know nothing about it."
"You don't mean to say that you are going
to try to steal the prince again, captain?" asked
.
- Jenny, excitedly.
"Ssshl be careful!" whisperea Dick. "We
don't know who may be about. There is no one
that I can see but we must be careful."
"I would not betray you for anything," murmured Jenny, looking about her. "I did not think
when I spoke."
' "That is just it, but we must think. We have
to do it all the time, never knowing when there
may be enemies listening. One has to be cautious in our work."
Dick did not know just how true his words
were, and had spoken from his usual habit of
caution, for though there were few persons on
the side street through which Dick had led
Jenny Pridgeon and Donard Boyd, there were
two houses and out of ·one of these a boy was
just about to emerge when he caught sight of
the three talking together. Being of a naturally
curious nature, he paused a moment before leaving the doorway to see who the party was and
to hear what they were talking about, when his
sly,, freckled face suddenly brightened and he
drew in his breath with a suppressed whistle and
muttered :
"Dick Slater, as I live!"
He waited in the she-lter of the doorway to see
which way the two boys and girl were taking,
or rather that which Dick was going to take, and
a moment after the three had passed the house
where he was hiding in the- doorway, he darted
out, ran in the opposite direction, darted around
a corner and was on his way to the house where
the prince had just been holding the reception.
The boy was Bill Burgess, who had lived in the
same nei.2'hborhood as Dick since they were small
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boys, and had penetrated his disguise at once,
for Dick had taken no pains to alter his face.
"My! but won't they be glad to know that Dick
Slater is in town!" he exclaime-d. "I guess they'll
think I'm somebody now, if I can deliver into
their hands the captain of the Liberty Boys.
Perhaps his royal highness, the prince, will take
me in his suite for this, and won't that be grand,
and won't I be wearing fine clothes, and be a
great lord, and perhaps 1fO to England to court
,
and see the king and--'
By this time he was breathle-s s from running
and talking to himself at the same time, and had
reached the house where- the prince was staying
with his guardian, the admiral. He asked to see
Captain Austen first, for when he entered the
house some of his assurance had left him, and
he felt shy about asking for an audience with
the prince or even with the admiral. On his
request to see Captain Austen, he was asked
his business, and said that he had important news
for the captain.
"I'll take it to him," was the reply, for Bill
·
had chanced to speak to his secretary.
"I want to see the captain myself," was Bill's
reply.
"Well, you can't, for the captain is too great
a man for every clod-hoppe'r in the country to
see who takes a notion that he wants to," was
the contemptuous reply.
"Huh! I guess you wouldn't be so high and
mighty if you knew what I had to tell the captain," Bill persisted.
"If you have anything of importance I wilt
convey the- information to him," answered the
secretary. "If you can'\ tell me what it is it
can't be of much value, and in the meantime yo u
are taking up my time," and the secretary motioned to Bill to stand aside.
"Yes, exclaime-d Bill, angrily, "and givin' Dick
·
Slater a chance to escape."
"What's that you are saying? Dick Slater!"
was the sudden reply, for the secretary was beginning to take notice as soon as he heard the
name of the famous boy captain.
"Yes."
"Where is he?"
Bill was greatly impressed with the effect of
his announcement, and to show what a person of
imrortance he was, he answered, quickly:
'Just across the way here and around the
c.orner. I saw him myself not five minutes ago,
and if you'd taken me to the captain first off we
wouldn't have lost all this time. Now let me see
him at once ·s o that I can inform him that he- is
in the dress of a Quaker and was talking to a
boy and a girl, and--"
''Tell me ju..st where it was."
Bill told the name of the street, and then the
secretary said, hastily:
"Stay here while I tell the captain."
"But I want to see the captain and have him
take me to the prince," began Bill, running after
the secretary, who by this time, however, had
disappeared down a corridor, whither Bill felt
timid about following him, concluding to do as
he was bidden and await his return wher"e he
was.
In a few moments the secretary reappeared,
and hastily telling Bill to follow, gave instrnctions. to an orderly, and in a moment a lieutenant
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appeared with about a dozen redcoats, and Bill
"vas ordered to take them to the place where
Dick had last been seen. The lieutenant gave
orders for his men to divide, one-half to go one
way and the rest the other, so as to intercept
Dick and prevent him from getting away, taking
no notice of Bill Burgess, whose beautiful air
castles were rapidly crumbling to ruins, though
he comforted himself that once Dick was caught
then he would have a chance to declare the important part hj'l had · played a.rd thu~ be able to
claim his reward.
In the meantime Dick had parted company
with Jenny and Donald, entfrely unaware of the
close proximity of his enemy, Bill Burge·ss,
though he knew he was in the city, from having
seen him at the reception not Jong before. They
had talked a few moments before separating,
and those few moments were wrought with peril
to Dick, for .it gave the re<l.coats an opportunity
to clo se on him so that tnere was no chance for
his escape Dick was unarmed, except for a knife
that he had conceal"d under his clothes, for in
case he was suspec:ed and arrested the presence
of firearms would have be·en suspiciou s, to say
the leaist, on the person of an avowed man of
peace. He had said his parting words to Jenny,
not knowin g whether they would meet again, as
he intended getting out of the city just as soon
as his mi ssion was accomplished, or he was satisfied that it was impossible of achievement. He
was walking quietly down the street, in no particular haste, for nothing could be accomplished
before night at least, when he saw some redcoats approaching. He took no notice of them,
apparently, for their presence was evident all
about the city, but in his character as a Friend
it was consistent for him to avoid hired minions of warfare, and he was about to cross over
to the other side of the street wnen he saw six
more redcoats ·approaching from the opposite
direction on that side, and with them the malicious, leering face of Bill Burgess. Dick knew in
an instant that Bill Burgess had recognized
him and brought the redcoats on him. He looked
· about for some means of escape, but there were
absolutely none, for the redcoats were closing
in on him. He knew as soon as he saw Burgess
that it would be useless to persist in his character as a Quaker or to deny his identity, so he
quietly awaited the approach of the redcoats
where he was, in the middle of_ the unpaved
street.
"There he is! That's Dick Slater, the rebel
t!PY I" shouted Bill Burgess, in a high-shrilled
voice, running toward Dick, but taking good
care to keep out of reach of his fist. Dancing
around him, but at a safe distance, he continued
to shout:
"Catch him! Don't let him get away! I've
got him! It was me that caught him!"
"Aw, shut up, and get out of the way!" shouted
the lieutenant, giving Bill a cuff on the ear that
sent him sprawling in the dust.
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· "I wonder where they are going," said Jenny,
stopping and watching them as they came up to
them and then passe·d on. "I hope Captain
Slater will not come into them."
"What if he does?" replied Donald, indifferently. "They wouldn 't bother about a Quaker."
"No, I suppose not," said Jenny, with a sigh
of relief. "But I was a bit scared for him at
first."
Still she stood looking after the soldiers, and
presently exclaimed:
"Why, there's some more coming from the
other way, and the captain is crossing over the
street and he'll come chock-a-block into them."
Donald was looking away from Jenny by thi ~
time, for hitherto he had been much more interested in watching the face of the young girl
than either ·of the redcoats or Dick.
"Great shucks ! I do believe they're after him,"
he exclaimed. "Look, they've c-0me fro.m both
sides, and the captain is right in the midst of
them."
" Oh, dear! Oh, dear!" cried Jenny. "AJJd he
was such a nice boy,, too!"
"There are others just as nice," said Donald,
quickly.
"Yes, but not like him."
.
Donald was looking sulky, and showed no further interest in Dick's affairs.
"Oh, they're ·m arching him off!" cried Jenny,
in distress. "What will we do?"
"Why, nothing. It's none of our business what
they do with him," Donald replied, ungraciously.
"Oh, Donald, what makes you so grumpy?"
exclaimed Jenny. "I should think you'd be sorry
for him."
"I don'.t see that I got no call to be sorry for
him." was the rather surly reply.
Jenny re·garded him with surprise, and then
asked, gently :
"What's the matter with you, Donald? You
aren't usually like this."
"Well, what makes you take such an interest
in a strange boy that you've not known two days,
and me you've known--"
"Oh, is that it, dear?" she said, softly, pressing his arm against her side. "Don't you know
it would make •me love you just too much for
anything if we could help the captain. You
needn't be jealous of him, for he's got a girl of
his own. They both have, he an<l the lieutenant,
and they're .s isters, the girls are."
Donald brightened up w-0nderfully.
"Well, what do you want me to do?"
"Just follow and see where they take him, and
I'll wait around the corner. They won't notice
you, they'll think you're just curious."
D-0nald started off to obey his sweetheart's
instructions, and followed in the re·dcoats' wake.
Now that the lieutenant had Dick he did not
altogether know what to do with him, for it
would seem a very strange proceeding to be ar-resting a Quaker and c-0nveying him to the
guard-house under a convoy of a dozen soldiera,
-having taken that many, not knowing how many
CHAPTER X.-Jenny to the Rescue.
of the Liberty Boys might_ be in the vicinity.
As Jenny Pridgeon and Donald Boyd walked A crowd had already begun to gather, when
back toward the ·s treet from which Dick haa led Dick said, quietly:
them, they heard the sound of tramping feet, and
"We are attracting a great deal of attention.
presently was some redcoats approaching.
Send your command away, and I J?l'Omise not to
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try to break away, at least for the present," he
added, with a smile.
"I don't know that I have any particular reason fo trust you," replied the lieutenant, "but I
·b elieve your advice is good, for we are attracting
too much notice to be agreeable, and, besides, it
would be usele.ss for you to attempt to escape
right here. A whistle from me would bring up
the g-uard, at least, at any instant."
"If you know anything of Captain Dick Slater,"
said Dick, quietly, "you would know that he
never breaks his word. I give you my word that
I will not attempt to escape while we are in the
street. Later, I cannot promise, for I shall certainly take advantage of every opportunity offered or unoffered."
"By my word! you're a cool one,'' remarked
the lieutenant. "Well, I'll take you to the captain, and he can do as he thinl.5s best. Thank
you for the warning."
The captain by that time might have returned
to his quarters at the tavern, farther down j;he
street, and consequently the lieutenant took Dick
down there, hoping to be relieved of his responsibility in the matter. However, on making
inquiry concerning the captain, he was informed
that the gentleman had not yet returned. The
lieutenant was nonplussed for a moment, and
then asked:
"Landlord, I have a very important pri soner
whom I wish to keep here until the captain's
return, but I want the matter kept quiet· for the
present. Have you any room where. he would be
safe until I can return from seeing the captain?"
"I have, sir. There is an old store-room, that
has been recently cleaned and is empty. It has
strong wooden shutters to the window, a stout
oaken door and heavy lock. Your prisoner would
be as secure there as in the strongest jail in the
country."
"The very thing, landlord. Show me the place
that I may put him there at once."
The landlord was surprised enough to see an
apparent Quaker for a prisoner, but forebore to
a sk questions, a s the redcoats were very profitable customers just then. He led the way to an
upper floor, put a huge key into a padlock, unlocked the same .and threw open the door to a
room that was as dark as Erebus within.
"I should think this would do, sir," he said,
with some complacency.
"Indeed it will, but first I should like to examine the place with a light to make sure," said
the lieutenant, determined to take every precaution.
The landlor(l. .brought a lantern a few moments
later, with which the lieutenant carefully inspe~d every co rner of the room, the window,
the shutters and the door, and having satisfied
himself that they were very secure, expressed
himself- as quite satisfied, and turned to leave
the room.
"Might you not leave me the lantern, sir ?"
asked Dick. "It might serve at least to keep the
rats away, of which there are evidences, if I an:i
to believe my eyes aright," and he pointed to a
good-sized rat-hole in the surbase.
"A pretty soldier you must make and a stout
one to fear a rat," was the contemptuous rejoinder.
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"Rats are not the only contemptible foes. I have
to fear," responded Dick, quietly.
The lieutenant made no reply, but put the
lantern on the · floor, really seeing no objection
to leaving a light in the_ room, so long as the
door was heavily padlocked, the window strong,
high and nailed down. Left to himself. Dick
began inspecting his quarters, which he did not
mean should contain him long if there . was any
possibly way to escape. Fortunately, the lieutenant had not taken the trouble to ·search
him, taking it for granted that he was not armed,
for even if he were his pistols would be of little
harm to anybody but himself, for he could not
keep any one at bay within the room, even if
he wished to, on account of having to stop to
reload, and it would be impossible to fight his
way out of the house, even if he had the thought
of tryin to do so.
Dick soon found the nails were in too firmly
to permit him to withdraw them with no other
tool than his knife, but he did discover that he
could loosen the panes of glass and remove them
so as to allow his putting his hand through. and
unfastening the .shutters so as to. get a v·i ew of
the street below The panes were. .small ones, and
leaded, but they could be gotten out, and the
window was sufficiently large to enable him to
squeeze through, but the trouble was. that it was
too far above the gi·ound for him to jump without
.serious danger for his legs, and there was
nothing, not even a water pipe, by which lie ·
might climb down, neither• was there · anything ·
in the room that would serve as a · rnpe. · He
thought seriously of. tying his clothes together,
but was deterred from the attempt for .·fear .of ·
the commotion the sight of a man in his underclothes dangling from a window to the street
below might occasion.
· . ·
He opened the shutter slightly to take liis ·
bearings, when he .s·l!,w some one planted on th.e
walk below, gazing upward at the house. ' In · an
instant he recognized Donald Boyd.
"Jenny has seen my arrest," he thought to
himself, "and has sent Donald to m y aid. Bless
the girl!' '
He gave a low whistle, at the same time p1:1tting his head through the opening he had made
in the sash and out at the shutter. Donald look~d
up at once, an<l in a few second spied Dick, and
gave an answering whistle. The boy looked carefully around bim, but saw no one, for the room
seemed so secure and remote from the street that
the lieutenant had not deemed it necessary to
place guards outside the tavern, which would
have arCYUsed the attention he sought to avoid.
-· "How can I help you to get out?" he asked in
a whisper.
'
"Wait a moment till I think."
"Could you get a rope quickly?"
Donald nodded.
"Then tie one end to
cord and the cord to
a weight and thow it up to me.''
.
Donald vanished, to reappear a few moments
later with the needed rope. Fortunately, t)le
room loo_ked out on a part of the street that was
seldom used, as it led up to a blank wall, and
the tavern was the last building on it, and faced
the other way, so Dick decided to take the risk
of making a daring escape in full daylight. It
would be a matter of luck, and the quicker it
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was done the more likely to succeed. Donald
carefully measured the height of the window and
then threw the end of the cord, tied to a weight,
upward. It fell just short of the window; Again ·
he tried, and again, until he had correctly gauged
the distance and Dick was able to catch the
weight. It was but the matter of a moment to
bring up the heavier rope attached to the cord,
and soon Dick had a length of goo·d stout rope
sufficient to reach from the room to the street
below. He fa stened one end to the wooden
shutter, which seemed likely to be able to sustl;!.in the weight, removed the i·emaining part of
the sash, and then looked out. Just then there
was a commotion in the street, and Dic1c drew
back.
"It's nothing, captain," whispered Donald,
but Jenny, who has raised the cry of fire so's
to get the people all away from the neighborhood."
.Again Dick's gratitude attested to Jenny's
pluck in serving a friend, though he felt that ·
he had really done nothing to deserve such service from her. He could hear the rushing and
tramping of feet in the other street, and the
voices of men and children shouting, "Fire! fire!"
and waited just a moment to be sure that there
were none coming his way and prepared to crawl
through the window-sash.
But half through he stuck and for a moment
he thought he could get neither forward nor
backward, and then he thought he heard some
one at the padlock of the door behind him. He.
made another desperate effort, something gave,
and he went through rather more suddenly than
he expected, but he had the ro pe clutched in his
hands and soon he was letting himself down,
hand over hand, to the ground. He ha'd not been
mistaken about hearing some one at the door,,
but by the time the rusty key had turned in the
grating lock, Dick was on the ground and hurwith the rest toward the direction of the supposed fire. Jenny was on the watch for him,
and on seeing him, motioned for him to follow
her and led him to a friend's house, which was
not far away. An alarm was raised as soon as
Dick's flight was discovered, and men sent out
to catch him, but the crowd interfered, and he
was soon lost in the midst of it, while the lieutenant had to explain his escape the best he could
to his irate captain.

CHAPTER XI.-A Clever Triek of the Captain's.
Dick got back to the Liberty Boys at a time
when they were beginning to feel anitious about
him and to wonder where they were going to
find him. They did not know where to look for
him, whether among the redcoats at King's
l3ridge, or on the New York Island side of the
creek, -for they had no idea where he had gone.
Bob knew that he had set off to spy upon the
enemy, but Bob did not know that the royal midshipman was on the island and therefore could
not know that · Dick had gone there. Dick came
in just as Bob- was about to send out parties
to look for him, and relieved their anxiety at
once. Then he gave them a great surprise by
saying-:
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"His royal highness, Prince William Henry,
will spend the night at a house on the Island of
Manhattan, 'not far from the creek."
"And we will let him rest quietly, of course .
and do nothing to disturb his slumbers," laughed
Bob.
.
"I know the house where he is staying,'' added
Dick, "the room where he is to ·s leep and how
to get at it,, and I think we may make another
attempt, with every chance of success."
The boys were all eager to hear Dick's plan
and to help him carry it ;out, being made more
determined by their past failures .
"There are many places where we can conceal
ourselves," Dick continued. "There is the garden
of the house itself, and there are other gardens.
We will ,go there a few at a time, conceal ourselves, watch the house, and at the right time,
force an entrance and carry off the prince. It is
no more dangerous now than before if we act in
coneert and with determination."
"Give us full in structions, let everything be
understood and there isn't a boy here that will
not do everything he can to make the affairs a
success," declared Bob, and all the boys echoed
what he .s aid.
.
Dick described the house and grounds to the
boys in such a manner that they could not fai l
to understand everything, and at last they set
out, three or four at a thne, for the place, all
being dressed in dark clothes and wearing cloaks
so as to escape notice. They all reached the
house at length and saw that there was a small
but select reception going on, the drawing-rooms
being brilliantly lighted and music bein~ heard
at intervals. Now and then the figure of the
royal host could be .seen through the windows.
sometimes talking to a group of gorgeously
dressed officers, and then dancing with some
handsomely gowned lady, or promenading with
some fair partner. The boys, hidden in various
secure nooks, watched the house and weTe satisfied that the prince was theTe, Dick and all of
them knowing· his face well by thi.s time and seeing it plainly. The affair did not keep up very
late, and at length one and another of the
guests left the mansion, their carriages driving
in from the street, stopping at the door, and
then driving out the other way so as to avoid all ·
confusion. At last all the guest were gone, and
Dick saw the prince standing in the drawingroom talking with four or five officers, his bodyguard, no doubt. His back was turned to the
window, but Dick had seE!n tJ:i,at figure too many
times that evening to mistake it, and he signaled
to the boys that everything was well. The lights
in the front of the mansion were extinguished,
but Dick could see through to the Tear, where it
was still lighted, and here he saw the prince
sitting with the officers, who were laughing
heartily at something. The lights in the rear
were at length put out, and the lower p11rt of the
house was in darkness, except for a single candle
in the hall. Then lights appeared in the front
room, on the first floor up, ,and Dick saw the
prince enter, accompanied by two officers. The
blinds were presently drawn, but light could. be
seen at the bottom and at the sides for some little
time.
The light rema~ned in the hall, but there was
very little i.n the ro.of where the prince was. and
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this might remain being shaded so as to prevent
it from keeping him awa y. All was quiet in the
mansion and in the street, all the houses in the
neighborhood were dark, the only one showing
any light being that were Prince William Henry
was a guest. At length, when all was dark and
still, Dick signaled to the boys to come out.
Some stationed themselves at the corners and
some at the bottom of the steps, Dick and Bob
approaching the door, Dick with a small, strong
iron bar in his hand. With this he forced the
lock and the door was <>pened. Then Dick, Bob,
Jack and Ben flew up the broad stairs to the
floor above; Harry, Will and Sid remaining at
the foot of -the flight. Patsy and Carl guarded
the doors ·at the rear of the hall, and others
those at the side. Dick and his boys were at the
top of the flight in a moment,, as yet no sounds
to cause alarm having been heatd. Dick knew
just which door to enter and saw a light under
it, as he approached it. All the 'boys withi~ and
without were on guard, and there was no signal
that any' danger threatened.
Dick advanced to the door of the prince's
sleeping-apartment and listened, hearing no
sound. Behind him stood Bob. and the others
ready to follow and give him any needed assistance. Dick tried the door and found that it was
not fastened on the other side, and in a moment
it :flew open. In i·an .nick and the boys . finding
a dim light in the room, this being shaded by a
screen. Jack and Ben removed this and lighted
more candles. Still there was no sound of any
one stirring in the house, and Dick and the boys
knew that the alarm had not yet been given.
Everything had worked so rapidly and with so
little noise that it did not seem possible that
any one could have been awakened. Dick and
Bob approached the canopied bed and drew
aside the heavy hangings, the light falling on
the face of the sleeper.
"By jove ! what is this?" cried Bob. "This is
not the prince!" .
It was not, indeed, although Dick could have
swoPn that he had seen the former retire in this
very room. The sleeper, who now awoke as Bob
Estabrook, gave him a decided shaking, was not
Prince William Henry at all, but quite another
person. He was no other, in fact, than that
dandified young gentleman, Ruthven Carruthers,
Esq., son of the richest man in Wes tchester, according to his own statements.
"Here, w.a ke up! What are you doing here,
you idiot?" cried Bob. • "Where is the prince?"
"Ah, you did come, after all," said Carruthers,
sleepily. "I was in hopes you wouldn't, you
know, but you did."
"Where is the prince?'' asked Bob, giving the
fellow another shake.
"Gone back to the city by the King's Bridge
road, two h()urs ago. He went away before any
one dj,d, don't you know."
On chairs, or neatly hung up were various
parts of the royal midshipman's uniform which
Dick had seen the prince wear the evening, and
in a wardrobe at · one side were the foppish
clothes which Ruthven Carruthers had worn
when the young captain had last seen him.
"Bob,'' $aid Dick. "we have been fooled, and by
;this doneky."
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it,'' re"But I'll wager he never thought
plied Bob.
"That was a very clever trick, wasn't it, you
rebel s?" laughed the dandy. "I have been walking around as the prince half the night and lots
of the people didn't know the difference. That
was Austen's idea. Very clever fellow ~ Austen,
though I would ha;ve made some_ different arrangements. He wouldn't let me talk , and he
made me keep my back to the windows for
fear--"
"Come along, Bob," said Dick. "We have· been
tricked, and very clever ly, but not by thi s fellow.
He has been only the instrument, 'and a ver y dull ..,
one at that."
There was a sudden signal from below, and
Bob sprang toward th.e bed, turned Ruthven Carruthers on his face, covered him with pillows and
blankets and said:
"If you make an outcry, you donkey, r ·n blow
out what few brains you have!"
Then the boys extinguished the lights, closed
the door and hurried down to the hall below.
"Some one is coming, captain," said Harry.
"We must get away at once, if at all. "
"They're laughing in the rnom beyant, captain," muttered Patsy. "I wondher phwat it's
for? "
Then shouts were heard outside and from the
room above and in other directions.
"Quick, boys, out with you, to the boats !" cried
Dick. "We have been fooled . The prince left
for New York long ago, leaving a fool in his
place."
The boys hurried out of the house a s an alarm
was sounded and made their way to the creek
with all haste. The boats had been brought over
to that side so as to be in readiness to carry off
the prince, and now the boys lost no time in getting into them and rowing away. They made
.t heir way t oward the Hudson, Dick having decided to go that way in the event of capturing
the prince and having all the more reason for
doing so now. The boys were all there and
rowed swiftly. and rapidly toward the Hudson,
not knowing a t what moment an alarm might be
sounded.
"And to think of our taking. that dandy for
·
the prince !" muttered Bob, under his breath.
"It was only at the end, Bob," said Dick. "He
was in the rear room when the lights in front
were put out, and he went up to the r oom and
went to bed. Do you remember the officers laugh·
ing?"
"Yes, and A,usten laughed the loudest of any.n
"They were laughing at this plot of his, no
doubt, prepared in case we did attempt to steal
_
the prince."
. "It is my belief that they were afraid we
would, Dick, and so they got up this plan. Austen
knows our determination and how near we came
to carrying out our plan last night, and he was
afraid of us."
"I believe he was, Bob."
The b\)ys pulled ahead rapidly, Dick knowing ·
the way perfectly and leading, both boats being
close together, however. There were sudden cries
of alarm, flashing torches, 'hurried footsteps and
'
then, cries:
"Get out the watch! Stop the rebels! Look
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along the creek! Sto:p any boats that attempt to
pass!"
The boys heard these cries, but kept on along
the winding creek, being· before long in the
shadow of steep hills on the island side and out
of 1sight. The hill descended almost sheer to the
- water, and there was no path below it, so the
boys were in no danger there. What Dick feared
was that word might be sent to Fort Knyphausen, formerly Fort Washington, and that boats
would be put out to stop them. They kept on
in the deep shadow of the hill, rowing steadily
and at good speed, and at length came out ~nto
the river. Then Dick heard the sound of oars
and kept along the bank in the shadows, looking
this way and that to see if he could distinguish
the other boats. Out on the river it was lighter,
and he did not want to be seen yet until he knew
how many there were. The boats kept up the
river, but the tide had turned and was setting
. against them. Then Dick left the· bank and in a
few minutes heard some one call out in a loud
voice:
,
"Hallo, the boats I What are you doing?"
"Looking for the rascals!" replied Dick. "Have.
you seen them yet?"
"No. Keep near the creek, where they are
bound to come out."
"They must have come out, for I have been
there myself. Look down the river, the tide is
setting that way."
"Very well," and Dick went on.
CHAPTER XII.-On the River Again.
Dick and his boys now went out into the stream
pulling rapidly and making good progress. Suddenly there was a shout from below and then
lights began to fl.ash along shore and there were
more shouts.
"Hallo! What are those boats out on the
river'?"
_
"The rebels have escaped. Look out for them!"
"Put after those fellows on the river, they are
the ones we want!"
·
Dick and his boys went right on, and there
-w ere more lights off shore, more shouts and a lot
of noise and confusion. There were boats coming after Dick and the boys now, but they rowed
steadily and with a good, strong stroke, and it
would be good oarsmen who could overtake them
now. Crack! crack! crack! Shots rang out and
the fl.ash of muskets could be seen, bullets whistling well to one side of the boys, but not disturbing them.
"Arid the redcoats never were good marksmen," muttered Bob.
Crack! bang! crack! There were more shots,
some from shore and some from the river, the
bullets coming nearer than before, but not near
enough to cause either damage or alarm.
"Pull ahead, boys!" muttered Dick.
The boys gained, and shortly took a diagonal
course down-stream, which enabled them to make
better time and took them farther and farther
from the enemy. At . length there were no more
shots fired, and the enemy's boats put back to
shore, the boys rowing less rapidly, but just as
steadily.
"Well, I suppose we shall have to give up our
plan of stealing the prince," said Bob, at length.
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"We have raised such a hue and cry that it will
not be safe to get anywhere near him after this."
"Yes, we may as well give it up," rejoined Dick,
"but we have had exciting times and we came
very near .to success more than once."
"That's what makes it so provoking,'' growled
Bob. "If we had not come within miles of our
object, it would not be so bad, but to come so
close and then slip up is the hardest kind of luck."
"We had him twice," laughed Jack, "and then
we got that dandy who was not worth carrying
off."
"No, and Carruthers will tell everybody how
well he fooled the Liberty Boys," added Ben.
"It was a very clever move on Austen's part to
get the middy out of the way and substitute the ·
dandy for him,'' laughed Dick.
"Yes, but it showed that they_were afraid," declared Bob. "They had no reason to think that
we would make another attempt to carry off the
prince to-night, but they were afraid to take
any risks."
' "Yes, that is clear enough and, as it happened,
we were tricked, and very neatly."
The boys rowed more slowly now, for it was
getting darker, and Dick did not wish to go too
far down-stream before landing.
"We might put in at the ferry and blockhouse," said Dick, "and I would rather land nearer Fort Lee where there are fewer enemies."
They went ahead and at last saw the shore
before them, but could not tell just ,w here they
were on account of the darkness. There was
not a light to be seen anywhere, and they rowed
on ·s lowly for fear of running upon a rock or
shoal, Dick keeping a sharp lookout ahead of
him. At length the boats grated on the 's and,
and some of the boys jumped out and pulled them
ashore. They could not tell where they were,
there being :n,o guiding lights frqm houses or
forts to give them an idea, and Dick thought
they had better wait till dawn before going
ahead.
"We might run right into danger the first
thing,'' he said, "so I believe it will be better to
wait"
They sat in the boats or wrapped themselves
in their greatcoats and waited, some going to
sleep and some talking in low tones. They were
all in uniform now, and it was therefore better to
know where they were before advancing, so as
not to fall into a •trap. At last it was light
e:qough to see, and Dick, looking about him and
advancing a few hundred yards, said to Bob:
"We are between Bull's Ferry and Fort Lee.
You will see the block-house when you get beyong those trees. We had better get away as
soon as iwe can before . any of the redcoats or
Tories come out."
They hid the boats and set out for their camp
at a lively walk, but had just reached the road
when they heard a clatter of hoofs behind them
and, turning their heads, saw a number of mounted redcoats coming from the direction of the fort.
The redcoats saw them at the same moment and
set up a shout, coming on at a gallop.
The boys ran up the road at good speed, the
redcoats following and shouting to them to halt.
"Keep right on, boys!" cried Dick. · "Stay with
me, Bob, we may give them a check, presently."
On went the boys at a run, Dick presentJy stop-
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ping at a turn of the road where there were them, but the boys let them a chase and .JJ._t last
thick bushes and a stone wall. He and Bob jump- it became dangerous for the enemy to folm\v, as
ed over the wall and crouched behind it, waiting they were getting into a hostile country and
for the redcoats to come up. Thi s was not long, might be caught "instead of catching the wily
and then Dick fired a shot, which passed danger- young patriots. The enemy gave up the chase,
ously near the head of the leader and caused and t he boys kept qn fo r some time at a less
him to rein in suddenly. They th1·ew the line into rapid pace, knowing that they were safe. They
confusion, which was increased by Bob firing a - at length r eached the camp where all the boys
shot which carried away the hat of another red- gave them the heartiest kind of welcome, the
coat and made him jump so that he lost hi s seat. woods fairly ringing with tpeir shouts. They
The redcoats halted, one of them saying:
were greatly interested in the story of how Dick
"There are the rebels, behind the wall. Get and the rest endeavored to carry out the plan to
around behind them."
steal the prince, laughing heartily at the doings
"N:o, di smount and charge on them right here," of, Ruthven Carruthers, but admitting that the
muttered another.
substitution of t he dandy for the prince was a
"Yes, and be shot down!" growled another, no very clever stroke. A day or so after this a
one seeming to be in command, and all giving spy came into the camp a nd brought a paper
orders at once.
which he had gotten hold of in New York.
While they were debating what to do until
" Somebody has been frightening the redcoats,
some one should come from the fort to command I guess," he laughed, as he handed the paper to
them, Dick and Bob slipped away and hurried Dick.
after the boys, the bend in the road and the
Dick took the paper, looked at it, and called
bushes hiding them from the redcoats. The lat- Bob,' Mark and some of the boys.
ter finally made a dash for the stone wall on boih
"Hear this, boys," he said, beginning to read.
sides, but found no boys there as they had ex- "It will interest you. 'A number of flat-boats
peeted. They mounted again and raced after the were discovered last nigh t by a sentry on the
boys, whom they presently saw a good distance Hudson, which are thought to have been deahead. The ·boys halted in a little grove of trees signed by the rebels to fire the suburbs, and in
at the roadside and opened fire upon the redcoats the heights of the conflagration to make a deas they s:arrie up, making a lot of noise so as to scent u pon the lower part of the city and wrest
give the ,impression that there was a large de- from our embraces his excellency, Sir H. Clinton,
tachment of them. This caused the redcoats to Prince William H enry, and several other illushalt, and the boys hurried on, shielded by the trious personages.' "
trees. They hurried on, and before long the red"Then it has got about, after all," laughed
coats, finding that they had been fooled and that Bob. "I don't ' know where they picked up the
the plucky young patriots had gone ahead, came flat-boats, though. Their eyes must have seen
flying after them. The boys kept on till they double."
reached an angle of the road where there was
"They are in a great fright, anyhow," declared
another wall and quickly got behind it, opening Dick, "for this account says that great precaufire upon the redcoats with a vim.
tions have been taken for the security of the dis"Liberty forever! Let the redcoats have it!" tinguished persons n a med, the guards having
roared the boys, and bullets beyan to fly in the been greatly increased.''
liveliest fashion
"In order to render the p&sons of these disThen, as the redcoats were about to charge - tingushed
individua ls as little exposed as posupon them with the bayonets, there was heard a sible, to quote from this paper," added Dick. "It
tremendous cheeT and then a clatter of hoofs as would be impossible to carry out our plan now
Mark Morrison and forty of the Liberty Boys and we may as well give it u p.''
came dashing up. The redcoats fled, thinki_ng .
"They left out the na me of one distinguished
that there was a. regiment after them, and Dick personage,
however," observed Ben, gravely.
said to Mark:
"Who was that?" asked Mark.
"You came in the nick of time, Mark, but we
"The Honorable Ruthven Carruthers, E sq., to
had better retu1n as fast a s we can and not be sure," laughed Ben. "I should not be surpursue them, as there are too many of them pri sed if he would- go to Rivington or Gaines, or
close at hand."
whoever published this · and protest against this
"We have you'!" horses," _said Mark, "but did omission.''
you get the .prince?"
The plan to steal a prince was given up, there"We got him and lost him," laughed Bob, "and fore, and very few person s ever knew
that there
then we captured a fool and let him go. I'll had
one, the Liberty Boys saying nothing
t-?11 you all about it, but just now we had better aboutbeen
it and the redcoats naturally keeping quiet
get away as fast as we can.''
about
The boys did not remain much longer
They did so, as there were signs of the return in the it.
neighborhood, for there was considerable
'>"= the enemy with a la1·ger force.
to be done in the South, and it was not long
before they were as active in other fields as they
had been when playing their dangerous game in
the city, by which they had hoped to capture a
CHAPTER XIII.-The Plan Given Up.
prince.
There were horses for all the boys, as Mark
had thought that they would hardly stay another day, and that he would meet them somewhere · on the shqre. The redcoats came after

•

Next week's issue will contain "THE LIBERTY BOYS AT FORT No. 8; or, WARM
WORK ON THE HUDSON."
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CURRENT NEWS

MAKES LIVING TREE COLOR ITS OWN
WOOD
A scheme for feeding silk-worms a diet of coloring m atter so as to have them spin threads of
a certain shad\! has its counterpart in §. method
of coloring wood in the growing tree, devised by
a German en gineer. Various aniline dyes are
used, the I ndustrial Digest explains, which do not
poison the tree or affect its growth. The dye is
injected into the roots and the sap carries the coloring matter throughout the structure in fortyeight hours .
\
Dutch and American inter ests · are giving the
process attention . .
BEE TREE HUNTING
The quest of wild honey has enticed hundreds
of unemployed into the Snoqualmie National forest, Washington, and men are reported to be able
to locate two to three bee· trees every day.
The bees prefer to hive up in a tall hollow cedar, but are also found in other kinds where
lightning or natural deformities have caused
cracks or crevices. The bees are not wild in reality, but are derelict swlirms break ing away from
domesticated ,·olonies. The amount of honey
found in som"! t rees is prodigious.
A big cedar opened up near Baring one day revealed a column of beeswax ten feet long and

from ten inches to two feet thick. Nearly five
tubs of comb-honey was removed and strained.
MISS WALKER WALKS ACROSS THE
COUNTRY
With bobbed hair, cowboy hat, khl!ki breeches,
and all her marching kit in a bag over her shoulders, Miss Nell Walke!' of Boston, Mass., has
reached Edmonton, Alberta, after fourteen
months of walking in a round-the-world tour that
is expectea to last five years in all.
Miss Walker was ordered to take to the open
road by her physician, as a cu re for broken
health. She liked the experience so well that she
is going on right around the world, making her
way by her own earnings, lecturing, selling picture cards, etc. She has already crossed America,
and has since walked over the Canadian Rockies
from Vancouver to Calgary, whence she journeyed north to Edmonton. She is now nearing
Regina, capital city of Saskatchewan, on the
prairie, and hopes to get into the wooded count:r:y
of the East before the winter cold takes the prairie lands into its icy grip.
.
Miss Walker has had some strange and exciting experiences. In Louisiana she was caught
in a-cloudburst while miles away from any habitation and in California a rattler shared her
camp bed for the whole of a night, but she says
"It's a great life, all the same."

Take Notice
~~MYSTERY MAGAZINE," No. 119, out

Od. 1 Sth
and dated Nov. 1st, has a handsome new cover.
It contains a splendid feature story entitled "Trailed by
a Private Detective," a serial called "The Ring That
Chattered"; four short stories, "The Wind Burner,"
"Shuffled Identities," "The Trail of a Thie.f" and "The
Third Course."
It also contains some fine short articles such as
"French Female Convicts," "The Tricks of Counterfeiters," "Fingerprinting Prevents Frauds," "A Detective's Skill," "Millions in Blackmail," "Hair in Crime
Detection" and other interesting items.

GET A COPY!

PRICE TEN CENTS

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, - Inc.,
166 West 23d Street
New York City
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HARD TO BEAT
-OR-

A BOY OF THE RIGHT KIND
By RALPH MORTON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XI (Continued).
Tom and Jack were astounded. For a moment
they were speechless. They saw their plans for
joining the circus tumbling about their ears.
They looked at the circus owner a moment and
then at each other.
"Sir," said Tom, "you are wholly mistaken, as
we can prove. The dog came to us and we cared
for him. If we had known who his owner was we
would have at once returned him. You can offer
us no reward we would accept."
"I-guess not!" sneered Sterling. "Your reward
will be a few mopths in the county j ail. 1 I will
have the county scoured for you."
With that he gave the starting crank of his car
a twist and the engine began to hum. Then he
pulled the dog into the car and started away.
He once glanced back savagely and then disappeared in a cloud of dust.
Jack looked at his mate in sheer amazement.
"What do you think of that, kid?"
"I will tell you what I think of it," said Tom,
angrily. "'l'hat is about the meanest man I ever
met. I would not work for him or his show for
any amount of money. I am going down there
to Russett Mills and see if he will dare to have .us
arrested. He will have to prove that we stole his
dog."
Jack, however, looked at him with long-drawn
face.
"You might be able to do that, kid," he said,
lugubriously, ''but I can't."
"Why not?"
"I guess if I made any bluff they would look me
up, and you know what I would have to face.
They would learn that the New York police are
looking for me and I would get sent back. That
would look bad for you, too. I guess there is no
earthly show for a fellow who does wrong once."
In his heart Tom felt bad for his pal.
He saw that this was true. The fact that Jack
was sought by the police would go far to make
out a case against both as being thieves. He
was much disappointed.
Jack sat down on the bank by the roadside and
bowed his head in his hands. He was plainly
overcome with despair. Tom looked at him a
moment.
"Oh, say, Jack, we will cut out the trip to the
show. If it is risky we will steer clear of Russett Mills. There are other things we can ·do."
"Kid," said Jack, in a hollow voice, "it looks
as if it was no u se fer me to try to be good. They
won't give a feller a chance.. I ain't going to
drag you down any more. Now you leave me. Go
your way and heaven •bless you! I will make

\

good myself, and some time I will seE! you again.
You kin make good with that show. I will go my
way."
Tom was deeply touched, but his eyes flashed.
"None of that, Jack," he said, warmly; "what
do you think I am? I have no idea of leaving
you. We have made up a partnership and if it
means anything it means sticking to each other ,
through thick and thin. We will go on to some
other to~."
It required some argument to make Jack accept
this plan . ' At last, though, his face brightened,
and he said:
"Kid, I like you better than anybody I ever
met in my life. I never met any one before who
was so much on the square. I am going to stick
and you will see that I willl.Je a man by and by."
"That is the talk, Jack," said Tom, with relief.
"Now let us forget all about that chap with the
dog. I am sorry that we could not have kept the
dog, as he was such a splendid animal. However,
his owner has got him now and we have no right
to find fault. Gome on! We will jog along."
So they arose and took a branch road that led
to another town. They made their way along
for miles through a new country. They came to
a signboard that said:
"Chipsford, 1 Mile."
"I wonder what kind of a place that is?" mused
Jack, as he studied the signboard. "I suppose it
is one of those jay towns. I guess we kin get
something to eat there, anyway."
They went on for a few hundred yards, and
then came to an interesting scene. There were
a score of men working at the rebuilding of a
bridge. It spanned a small stream.
There were masons at work on the abutments
and carpenters laying the boards on the walk.
The boys approached the structure, which was
only about half completed.
The men had stopped to eat their dinner from
pails, and as the boys came up they hailed them.
"Say, kid," whispered Jack, "let us stop and
have a talkfest with these chaps. I will bet they
will give us a job."
"All right," said Tom, and the boys joined the
men. They talked with them and lounged on the
greensward with them. They were rough chaps,
though many of them were good-hearted.
But the boss of the gang was a lively sort of
chap and exchanged many quips and jokes with
the men. After they had finished ·their dinner
they began to indulge in horse play, tripping each
other and having rough fun.
Jack and Tom watched them a while until suddenly one of the men made a grab at · Jack's leg
and pulled him from the bank where he was sitting. In a moment Jack accepted the challenge
and indulged in a · rough-and-tumble with him.
The man was powerful and heavy, but the pug
was skilled in the art of wrestling, and in a few
moments he had laid his antagonist on his back.
At once there was applause and the 111en all
gathered about and began to praise Jack. They
were delighted that he had thrown his antagonist, and joked the laborer liberally. It made the
fellow mad, for he could not see how a lad of
Jack's make-up could throw him so easily.
(To be continued.)
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
SENTENCED TO SLEEP IN ST ALL
A sentence to spend two nights in his horse's
stall, meanwhile turning the animal out to pas•
ture, was imposed upon Raymond W. Putnam of
Wakefield in the District Court, Malden, Mass.,
the other day. Putnam was charged with having
failed to provide proper rood and shelter for his
horse. Judge Riley said that if the horse showed
improvement at the end of two weeks he would
not set any further penalty.

A GIRL SLEUTH
The "girl avenger," as she is now known to the
entire State, has tallied another victim. Moon:
shine whisky making, once the chief secondary in- .
dustry of the forest regions of Tate and Marshall
Counties, Miss., recently appeared to be destined
to be numbered among the lost arts. And all because of a girl of seventeen.
Cora Frazier, a slim, good-looking daughter of
the backwoods, is responsible. What her reasons
for starting the crusade are remain securely
locked in her own breast. Kinship has not interfered with her. Already her father is serving a
penitentiary sentence for moonshining, convicted
on her sworn testimony. Two other near rela·
tives await trial in the mountain jail at Holly.
Her uncle, her father's brother, fell another vie·
tim to her zeal.
A dozen men have been brought into court on
information supplied by her. Fully a!) many
more are fugitives. Her life has been threatened,
but this has not moved her.
Miss Frazier is a silent sleuth. She works
alone, only summoning the officials when she has
her evidence complete and when the trap is ready
·
to be sprung.

OPOSSOM ATTACKS CHILD
-Attacked by a pet opossom while she slept in
her crib one night, Mary Jane Coker, four-month sold daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. N. Coker of
Birmingham, Ala., suffered ~njuries wh!ch nec~s
sitated treatment at a hospital, accordmg to mformation at the Health Department.
T he brain of the opossom, which was killed following the attack, was examined at the city laboratory the other day, but showed no evidence of
rabies.
The child was somewhat improved, according
to the information. According to the information
at the Health Department, the opossom is said ~o
have grabbed the baby by one of her feet, dragging her from the ~rib and almost severing ?ne
of her toes before au reached her. She was 1m- .
mediately taken to a hospital, where the toe was
"l\iJystery Magazine"
sewed up and scratches on her leg were treated.
The opossom, which had been a pet for four
10 CENTS .A COPY
SEMI-MONTHLY
years, escaped from its cage at the home of a
neighbor and was said at the Health Office to have
LATEST ISSUES been owned by Lee Wright of No. 825 South 107 HELL'S HINGF:S, hy Hamilton Cralgle.
26th street.
108 THE WOLF, by Kath erine Stagg.
CATTLE GORE WINGS OF AEROPLANE
An airplane belonging to a Manchester, England, flying company, which has been used for
passenger flights from the aerodome at Dinarth
Hall,.near Penrhyn Bay, between Llandudno and
Colwyn Bay, alighted recently in a field near the
gasworks at Llandudno in consequence of some
slight engine trouble. The machine was anchore'd down in the field for the night.
Next morning when a mechanic arrived to adjust the engine, he fom:id that some young cattle
which had been left in the field had been giving
considerable attention to the airplane during the
night. They had gored a number of holes in the
wings and had licked off the castor oil which had
been splashed by the rotary engine upon the
wings. Before the machine could be moved the
torn portions of the planes had to be patched with
linen and doped.
Whether it was the effect of the castor oil or
of the exhilaration of their exciting night with
the strange monster, the heifers showed a considerable amount of liveliness on the arrival of the
mechanic, whom they chased around the plane
and out of the field. The owner of the animals
was sent for to take charge of them while the
damage they had done was made good. Next day
the plane was frequently aloft, notwith standing
the bi:isk northwest wind.

109 THE BRASS BUTTON, hy -.T ack Becbdolt.
110 A WHISPERING MUM!lfY. by Charles F . Oursler.
111 TRAPPING THE SMUGGLERS. hy Reuloh Poynter.
112 THF. MISSING EVIDI!JNCF.. hy Hnrold F. Podhnskl.
113 /\ CT,UF. RY RADIO . hv Capt . .Tack Rtntlc.
114 THE DIS'l'RJC'l' ATTORNEY"S SECRET, by
Chn~ . li'. Onr•ler
115 .A. MAN FROM HEADQUARTERS, by Hamilton
Cralgle.
116 THE G.JRL IN THT<: CARFJ. by Carl Glick.
177 A RCIENTIFIC DETECTIVE, by Donald George
McDonald.
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The

Doctor's First Patient
By D. W . STEVENS

,
About thirty years ago a young man who had
passed through all the preparatory steps took a
suite of r?oms in London, had a large brass plate
fixed to his door, on which his name and calling
were set for th in large latters, and for the benefit of night comers caused the same to be insc.ribed on three sides of a large green glass lantern which hung before his house.
Late one evening in December the young doctor sat alone in his little study, and large, heavy
<lrops splashed violently against his window.
Then in a state nearly akin to sleep the doctor
!Jegan to wonder .wBo his first patient would be,
·.; hat would be the disease, at what time of day or
night he would be called, whether he should perform a cure, 01· whethel" the patient would die
rn spite of all his care.
Then again he thought of Rosa, fell fairly
asleep, and dreamed of her till he heard her
..:!ear, sweet voice, and felt the weight of her
mall, soft hand on his shoulder.
&
A hand was indeed laid on his shoulder, but it
was neither small nor soft. It was t~ rough,
coarse member of a thick-headed boy from the
orphan house, who had been bound to the doctor
by the church-warden, in consideration of board,
dothing, a shilling per week, besides a promise
to bring up the boy to his . own calling, if he
!' hould manifest a capacity for learning.
"Mr. Doctor, a lady! A lady, Mr. Doctor!"
screamed the boy, as he shook the doctor by the
.
shoulder.
"A lady?" exclaimed the young doctor, half beiieving his dream to be reality, and almost hoping the lady might be his dearly beloved Rosa.
"Where-where?"
"Here-there-yonder-yonder!" answered the
boy, pointing to a gla-ss door which opened into
the passage.
The young physician shuddered with .a perceptible start as his eyes met those of his first patient. So near the door that her face almost
touched the panes of glass stood a woman of uncommon height, in deep mourning.
The upper part of her form was enveloped in
a large black shawl, and a black vail covered her
face.
She stood upright and still, and although the
doctor perceived that her pi;ercing eyes were fixed
upon him from behind the vail, she made no motion of salutation.
"Do you wish for my services?" said the young
physician, opening the door.
The vailed person neither answered nor moved,
and he repeated the question in a tone somewhat
stern. The person nodded.
"Then I would beg of you to walk in,'' added
the doctor.
The · person stepped one step forward and
turned her heard toward the boy, who stood with
mouth and eyes wide open, while the cold sweat
dropped from his face.
"Go out 1 Tom, draw the curtain and shut the
door," said the doctor.

The boy obeyed the instructions so far that he
drew a green silk curtain over the glass door, shut
~t, and then, kneeling down, put his right eye to
the keyhole.
The doctor drew a chair to the fire , and by a
motion invited his silent patient to be seated.
The vailed form approached, and by the firelight the doctor perceived that her garments were
dripping with water.
"You are very wet," said he.
-''Yes, I am,'' answered a hollow voice.
"And are you ill?" he asked.
"I am deadly sick I Bodily not, but spiritually."
"My I ask an explanation of your words?"
"It is not for myself I ask your aid. J.f I we1·e
bodiiy sick I should not have come at this hour,
nor in such a night, nor alone. F'our-and-twenty
hours from this, if I find myself sick upon death,
I shall thank heaven. It is for another I come
to you. It may be insanity ; but night after
night, in the long weary hours of watching and
weeping have I thought over this plan. I knew
that help from men is a cold and empty hope, but
I cannot think of his being put into his gave .
without an attempt to save him."
"If you consider the sufferer is already beyond
hope, every moment is precious. I will go with
you instantly. Have you called in any other
physician?" ·
"No!" answered the stranger, folding her
hands. "Earlier it would have been useless. It
·
is useless now."
The young doctor stared at the riddler as if
he meant to read her meaning through her vail,
but it was too thick.
"You are ill!" said he, in a composed tone, "believe me, you are the sick one. Drink this,'' at
tbe same time reaching her a glass of water.
' 'Compose yourself and tell me as distinctly as
possible where the disease is, and · how long you
ha·1e suffered."
The stranger raised the glass to her mouth
without lifting her vail, but placed it again on
the table without tasting, and burst into tear·s.
After a few moments she said in a broken
voice:
'.'When you hear what I have to say, you
thmk me mad. I have been charged with insanity; but few treat me so kindly as you do.
~y health or sickness is nothing; I would gladly
give every moment's ease that remains to me if I
might redeem, by my sufferings, the life . of him
for whose sake I am he1·e. To-morrew he will be
in mortal danger, yet to-day you cannot see him
-cannot help him."
"I will dQ nothing to increase your disti·ess "
said the physician. "I wish not to press myseif
into your mysterious secret, but your words convey_., a contradiction I cannot unravel. He of
whom you speak is this night struggling with
death. My skill might probably be of use, and
yet you assure me I cannot see him. In the
morning, · you say, human help will be useless,
and then I am Tequired to go to him. If he is
dear as your words and appearance indicate, why
not go to him before help comes too late? If he
dies while we linger, what a weight will rest on
you!"
"It will rest on others, not on me," answered
the stranger.

will

"'
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"That no part may rest on me, give me your
·address and the hour at which I shall call," said
the physician.
"If you will come, come at nine," answered the
stranger.
"One question before you go. Is the sick person under your care?" said the physician.
"No," answered the stranger.
·
· "And if I give you directions how to treat the
patient till I come, can you make use of them?"
"No," sa id the stranger, and tears burst out
afresh.
Early the next .morning the young doctor according to the directions received, took his way
to Wal worth.
Thirty years ago this place was only inhabited
by people of a doubtful character.
The houses were far apa"r t, old, ruinous, .and
miserable in every respect.
After many contradictory answers and unintelligible directions-ankle deep in black, boggy mud
-the young doctor stood at length before the
house where his first patient was.
No living thing was to be seen.
"I stood several minutes before the house," said
the doctor, when he afterwards told the story,
"and went entirely around it before I could muster courage enough to knock. I am not a very
timid man, and yet I am forced in truth to confes s that my heart beat quicker than usual when
I heard whispering within. After some time
steps approached the door, the bolts and chains
were withdrawn, and the door opened. A man
stood before me whose demeanor was not greatly
calculated to give me new courag.e. He was a tall
man with a pale, haggard face, over which his
thick, black hair hung like a vail."
"Walk in!" said the man, in ·a deep, sullen
tone.
I walked in and he replaced the bars and chains
of the door.
"Have I come early enough?" said I.
"Too early," answered the man. "But you will
have to wait only five minutes."
He opened the door and went out. I heard him
fasten it on the outside.
Soon after wheels came toward the house-they
stopped-the chains of the door were unfastened
-voices spoke low-footsteps went up the stairs,
and I felt certain something heavy was carried
up between two men.
~
The hearers returned again down the stairs,
the door was again bolted and chai;ned, and the
wheels rolled away.
I arose and searched around the room to find
some place by which I might escape to the open
air, when the door suddenly opened and my visitor .of the evening before entered the room, in the
same dress, with the thick vail over her fa.ce.
She made a sign for me to follow her.
She led me upstairs to the door of a chamber
and made me a sign to enter.
The chamber contained a large chest, two chairs
and a bed, without curtains. The yellow curtain
I had seen from without made the chamber so
da1·k that I stood still; but the stranger, with a
cry of anguish, rushed by me and threw herself
on her knees beside the bed, on which I could
now see a tall form was stretched.
The head and face were evidently those of a
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man. A black bar.dage passed over the face and
under the chin. The eyes were closed, and one
hand lay on the covering of the bed. I approached. and to.ok it in mine.
Imagine my surprise when I touched the hand
of a corpse.
"There is no hope," I said. "The man is dead."
The stranger . sprang to her feet, clasped her
hands wildly together, and cried in a piercing
voice:
"Not sol Say not so! I cannot bear it. It
cannot be so! Men have been brought ·to life
when they were supposed to be dead. I beseech
you, dp not delay! At this very moment, perhaps, the soul is departing from the body! For
heaven's sake, do something for him!"
I stooped down to examine the body more
closely.
"Draw away the curtain," said I.
The woman did not move.
"The curtain must be moved," said I, peremptorily.
Still she made no motion, and I rose for the
purpose of doing it myself.
Then she threw herself upon the bed, clasped
my knees and cried out:
"Have mercy on me I Let the curtain be! If
there is no hope-if he is indeed dead-if nothing can be done· for him, why expose the body?"
"I must see the corpse," said I, and before the
woman could prevent me I tore away the curtain.
The daylight streamed into the chamber.
I returned to the bed and examined the dead
body.
"Here has been violence," said I, and looked
sharply· at the woman, who stood before me for
the first time without her vail. It had fallen to
the floor, but she appeared unconscious of it. She
appeared to be about fifty years old.
Her · face, now deadly pale, might have once
been very handsome. Her white lips trembled,
an unnatural fire burned in lier eyes, and her
whole person seemed oppressed by a weight of
woe.
"Here has been violence," I repeated.
"There has!" exclaimed the woman.
"There has!" exclaimed I, sternly. "I mean
the man has been murdered."
"Yes, heaven knows he has! Merciless men
have murdered him," shrieked the woman.
"And who are they'!" said I.
"Who are they? Look at the mark of the
slaughterers and then ask!" said she.
I stooped down and took off the thick bandage.
The neck was swollen, and a blue ma1·k might be
plainly seen around it. I could doubt no longer,
and turning away, I said: "Is he one of the men
who were hung this mon1ing?"
"Yes," answered she.
"And who is he?"
"My own-son!" groaned out the woman, and
sank on the floor."
This man was the only child of his widowed
mother-the light of her eyes and the idol of her
hert. Indulgence had made him selfish and
heartless. He had robbed her of all her possessions, one after another; and when she could no
longer furnish him with the means of gratification he committed murder and died 'l'n the gallows. His mother finished her da~·t;; in a mad•
house.
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INTERESTING ARTICLES
GIRL BLINDED BY FRIGHT
Frightened by her narrow escape from an au·
tomobile collision while driving from Pltoenixv ille, Margaret Wisler, No. 509 l::itanbridge ~ treet ,
Norristown, Pa., has lost the sight of both eyes.
A car approached hers with headlights gl:ning,
and as it whizzed by Miss Wisler swerved to th<i
;;ide of the road, everything going black oefore
her. Her nerves regained their poise and her
·ight came back, only to go again as a ~ec oncl
spell attacked her. 'this also passed off, but the
third time the girl became blind.
WHIRL COUNTER-CLOCKWISE
A correspondent writes to the Scientific Ame-rican asking if it is true that all whirlwinds, tornadoes, cyclones, typhoons (movements of air))
maelstroms, water leaving a washbowl, or bathtub (movements of water), unless artificially interfered with, revolve contro-clockwise. If so,
what causes this revolving always in that direction?
The answer is: "The rotary motions which you
describe are caused by the earth's rotation on its
axis. They are counter-clockwise in the Northern, and clock-wise in the Southern Hemisphere."
WHY

EDDIES

RAISING DEER AND ELK
Deer, elk and even moose are so easily domesticated in the far northwest that a movement has
been started by several owners of large logged-off
areas to attempt raising them for profit. A large
herd of deer can live on land that would support
only one cow, while it is reported by the biological survey that 11 elk requi re for their livelihood
the area of wild land needed by one steer. These
animals eat moss, coarse grass, dead leaves, ferns,
brush and other vegetation domesticated stock
will not touch. The elk seem to attain a trifle
larger growth when confined to small areas.
Should herds of game animals bo raised for the
market the game laws will have to bl' amended
to make possible the £ale of the meat, as well as
th at provision making for a certain annual closed
season.

INDIANS AGAIN TO EAT OF PEMMI CAN
Indians of Northern Canada will eat their old
dis)l, pemmican, once more, but not made from
buffalo slaughtered by the red man in his wild
ride across the plains, as of yorn. The buffalo
population in the great national pai·k at Wainwright, Alberta, is said to be increasing at so fa st
a rate that slaughter of many of the older animals will be necessary. This great herd is now
over 3,000 strong.
The carcasses will be sold to one of the large
trading companies dealing with the Indian s of the
northern wilds, who will turn them into pemmican
to be exchanged for furs and other articles of
barter. So, for perhaps the last time in his history, the i·ed man will taste once again the pemmican of his forefathers.
The valuable hides of the animals slaughterl<d
will be retained by the Canadian Government,
and suitable arrangements made for marketing
them.

...

LA\JG.hS
Weary-A dog is one o' the few animals that'll
follo w a man. Walker-Yes; one was foolerin'
me yesterday so fast I could hardly keep ahead
of it.

"It is always well to humor women," says Noah
Count,, of Chiggerbite. "I let my wife think
she knows more about running a furnace than I
do, and as a result I haven't been in my own
ceilar in five years."
A letter from a lady at an island watering
place to her hu sband contains the following passage: "In your last epistle you sent me 200
marks and 1,000 kisses. I should be gfad if, in
future, you would send me more money and fewer
kisses."
Blissful (to justice of the peace who has just
tied young Blissful up in a matrimonial knot)How much is the damages, squire? Justice--The
law allows me $2. Blissful-Well, here's 25 cents
-that'll make $2 .25, and much obliged to ye fer
the trouble.
Uncle--What are you crying for, Georgie?
Georgie-Teacher caned me because I was the
only one-boo hoo-able to answer a question today. Uncle-What was the question? Georgie
(between sobs)-Who put the bent pin in the
teacher's chair.
"I see," said Mr. Henpeck, as he laid his paper
aside, "that Champ Clark says he intends to keep
on being Speaker of the House." "Well, let him,
if his wife is willing," replied Mrs. H enpeck, "but
just get it firmly established in your mind that
you are not married to any Mrs. Clark."
"Do you believe the ' w orld is growing wickeder?" "Well, I'm not sure. When one of my
neighbors shot a hen that belonged in my coop
I began. to have my doubts. But when he tossed
t he defunct fowl over the fence I f elt a good
deal better."
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GOOD READING
NEW GEYSER STARTS UP
Yellowsto ne's newest and biggest geyser developed recently when, without prelimina ry manifestations,, a quiet mud pool near the head of Obsidian Creek sent a column of steaming hot mud
and rocks 300 feet into the air. The eruption
lasted several minutes and is repeated at irregular intervals, each time sending up a 300-foot
column of mud and water, which is higher than
any of the other geysers in the park.
The eruption inundated the automobil e road
between Mammoth Hot Springs and Norris Geyser basin, and covered several acres of ground.
Automobi les parked near by while their passengers waited for the new geyser to perform again
were struck with stones thrown up by the stream.
The geyser will be named the "Semi-Ce ntennial" in honor of the fiftieth anniversa ry this year
of the establishm ent of the park.
In 1915 the smne pool threw water 15 or 20
feet into the air, but it never before has been
regularly active.
ESCAPE D APE CAPTUR ED
A little black ring-taile d monkey from Central America escaped from the animal store of
J. W. Simmons at 256 West Twenty-t hird street,
New York City,, the other day. He was finally
captured in a room of the Hotel Chelsea two days
later by Patrolma n Ernest Freeburg of the West
Thirtieth street station, but not before he had
during his two days of freedom caused considerable commotio n in the Chelsea district.
The monkey seemed to be partial to the Hotel
Chelsea. He was first seen on a fire escape on
the sixth floor. Several times he was cornered
in rooms there, but always escaped. Tuesday he
got- into the room of Arther Wolte, resident manager of the house, and ate a couple of thrushes
which used to sing sweetly.
Soon after this the monkey went into the room
of a gentlema n who had b~en drinking home brew,
and the gentlema n called the hotel clerk to witness that he had sworn off from that moment, it
being his belief that the little monk was equipped
with green wings and yellow hands. Simmons
and the police tried to poison the monkey after
that, sprinklin g a deadly liquid on a bunch of bananas, but the monkey ate the good fruit and let
the poisoned bananas alone. He was finally cornered in a room on the third floor of the Hotel
Chelsea and while two boys closed the window
on the fire escape the policeman went in and captured him. Then he was locked up.
MOTOR BOATS NOW HUNT WHALES

If the o0ld whalers could revisit Cook Strait,

they would surely watch . with amazeme nt the
hunting of whales by their .g:eatgran dsons. !'-century ago the strait that divides the two roam
islands of New Zealand was a great mee~ing p~fl.ce
of British American and French whalmg ships.
It was no ~ncommon thing, according ~o log books
still in existence, to see seventy or ~ighty b<;>ats
"put out from the ships and the sliore stations
when whales were sighted. A strange chapter

of New Zealand history was written• by the
whalers in the wild, rough days prior to the coming of the law in 1840.
The right whales used to come ir1 their thousands to the New Zealand bays. They were regular
in their habits before men had thinned theiI
numbers and driven theni from accustome d
haunts. They arrived off the New Zealand coas~
from the north in the beginning of May, skirted
the western coastline of the North Island passed
between Papiti Island and the mainland 'crossed
Cook Strait and entered Cloudy Bay, wh~re numerous deep sounds and inlets gave them a wide
choice of secluded waters. Their progress was
leisurely. Some of them passed right through
Cook Strait and appeared at the Chatham Islands in June. Others went around South Island by way of Preservat ion Inlet and Foveaux
Strait, says the Wellingto n, New Zealand corre-spondent of the Christian Science Moni~r. .
The whales were all away from New Zealand
by the end of O~tober. The fishing therefore was
done during the winter months and as 'cook
Strait even then was .notorious for fierce and
tricky weather, the whalers had need to be skillful, resourcef ul and brave. In 1839, when the industry was l!-t its height there were at least thirty-seven American whaling ships in New Zealand
waters, twelve of them hailing from New Bedford
and others from Fairhaven , Warren, New London, Newbury port and Salem.
The harpoon and the lance were the weapons of
the old whalers. The heavy boats were rowed }jy
their crews in pursuit of the whales. Following
a long fight of -the kind made fa?niliar to most
people by the writings of F. T. Bullen and other
tellers of sea stories the whale often would sink
and be ~ost, or bad weather would compel its
abandonm ent. Both these things figure frequently in the records of the Cook Strait whalers.
Some lineal descendan ts of the, whalers of
eighty to a hundred years ago are catching whales
in Cook Strait to-day, but the methods are
changed, indeed. Swift motor launches, capable
of a speed of 30 knots, have taken the place of the
row boats; breech-lo ading swivel guns, electrically controlled bombs and air pumps have supplanted the harpoon and the lance. One of the
traditions · of the old days was that the whale
was exceeding ly acute of hearing and must be
approach ed without noise lest it should take
alarm and dive. But experienc e has shown beyond all question that the racing motor bbat,
clattering like a machine gun, has a very much
better chance of getting within reach of the whale
than has the row .boat with muffled oars.
A Cook Strait whaling motor boat of 1922 has
a crew of two, said to be the smallest whalehunting compleme nt in the world. The hunt,
which sometime s can be viewed from one of the
high headlands , is a thrilling spectacle. A puff
of spray tells of the blowing whale, l!-nd the boat.
which has been roc"\Cing i<\lY in the ~wel~ or sa~n
tering watchfull y, Jumps suddenly mto its racmg
gait and rushes toward the big, rolling creature,
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BRIEF BUT POINTED
REVIVES CORAL FISHING
. The Italian coral industry, which was practically paralyzed by the war, has been revived.
In the near future a fleet of motor boats will be
launched to fi sh in the waters of Algiers, Tunis,
Dalmatia and Greece. Arrangements are under
way to obtain fishing rights from these countries
and al so to send coral to the United States by
parcels post.
During the war Japan monopolized the coral
fishing industry and is now Italy's most formidable rival, especially for the American trade.
KILLING, MOSQUITOES WITH ASPHALT
Finding the u se of ordinary water drains inadeq':1ate in a fight to control the breeding of mosquitoes, the Health Department of Trinidad,
British West Indies, is spraying the drains with
liquid a sphalt, according to a report in Popular
Mechanics. It was found that clearing the drains
of grass was not only expensive, but ineffective,
for the heavy tropical rains often washctl c'. ow::i
the banks, leaving little pools of water, in whicn
mosquitoes bred freely, scattered along the sides.
Asphalt is spread along the drains and burned,
while a combinatiqn of oil is thrown on to provide the heat necessary to volatilize its iighte>:
constituents.
RED AND GREEN FOR SUNSTROKE
The detrimental effects of continued exposure
t o the glare of the sun can be best offset by wearing fabrics that combine green and red colorings,
according to J . N. Thomson.
Mr. Thomson's father designed some of the uniforms worn by 7,000 British soldiers at the front
in Mesopotamia. A weave of red and green was
sewn into the soldier's spine pad, and the same
combination was used as a sun curtain hung from
the helmet, protecting the back of the neck.
Thomson claims that not a single case of sunstroke was reported where the protective material
was worn.
MANHATTAN

BOASTS 18 LARGEST
HOTELS
There are 22,760 hotels in the United States
and 284 in New York city, according to a survey by the Hotel Association of New York made
public recently in connection with its appeal for
inclusion of the industry in the .United States
census reports.
The industry has been rated by experts from
fourth to fifth in capital invested, number of employees and value of business "turnover." The
association's statement puts the hotels in three
general classes--commercia l, residential and
a partment. The survey of the a ssociation shows
18;129 hotels having up to 50 rooms; 4,128 having 50 to 200; 410, from 200 to 450 rooms ;and
93, more than 450 rooms.
New York city has almost twice as many hotels as its closest rival, San Francisco. New York
has, in a total of 284, 18 hotels with more than
450 rooms. S::in Francisco has 149 hotels, but

only four of the first capacity. Chicago has
eleven big hotels in a total of 112, while Philadelphia has one in 149. Los Angeles has five
with more than 450 rooms; Boston, Cleveland,
Detrnit, Minneapolis, New Orleans and Pittsburgh each have three. Cincinnati, St. Louis and
Washington have two.
WHERE NOBODY NEEDS TO WORK
Nature is lavish to the natives of the Orinoco
lliver Valley. The forests contain wild honey in
abundance, as well as many excellent fruit s and
nuts; the rivers and lagoons teem with fish, which
support the vast bird life of the country as well
as supply excellent food for the natives. ·Turtles
and alligators are both prolific; the forme r are
especially valuable for food and ·for their fats,
which are used both for cooking and illuminating
purposes. The latter are valuable for their skins
as well a s their oil, which is used fo r a lubricantGame of all kinds abom.ds · in the forests and
about the lagoons.
Cotton grows wild. An excellent tobacco, formerly in considerable demand for export to Germany, is produced in the Upper Orinoco and
Apuro Valleys, but cultivation might be' mueh
more widespread, writes United States Consul H.
L. Baker, from Trinidad.
Small wild pigs run at large over considerable
sections, and furnish excellent food . Coffee is
produced on only a few estates and there is a
large use of sugar, but, like coffee, this is brought
down from the northern sections of Venezuela.
The natives cultivate but a very insignificant portion of available land, and that in a most primitive way, chiefly for Indian corn and cassava.
EXTENSIVE

DRIVES AGAINST JACK
RABBITS
A total of 683,800 jack rabbits killed is ·reported by the Biological Survey of the United
States Department of Agriculture, as a result of
jack-rabbit campaigns this spring in Utah Oregon and Washington. The figures are ba~ed on
very close counts by farmers and other interested
persons and are considered conservative. Probably a great many more rabbits were killed than
were actually reported. In the Goose Lake Valley, Oreg., while the actual kills of rabbits were
not large, the saving of future crops was very
important. This is an irrigated district that is
coming into heavy production, and the rabbits do
a great deal of damage. More than 278,300 rabbit.~ have been destroyed during the Oregon compa1gn s.
In Boxelder County ,Utah, extensive operations
were carried on in five communities, and practically every community that undertook the work
in a systematic way obtained very satisfactory
results. More than 250,000 rabbits were killed in
this county alone. In checking up the central
Washington district a total of '55,500 rabbits
were reported in six counties as having been
killed between November and February. This is
the most successful campaign ever conducted in
the State.
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Stop worrying about your over-stoutness.
Take
Xorein, follow the simple, health·improving Korein sys·.
tem and it is positively guaranteed you will lose 10 to
60 pounds or even more-whatever amount of super·
fiuou11 fat you need to be rid of-or this self treatment
will cost you nothing as we offe Cash Refund Guarantee! It is in every box of Korein tabules.
Measure and weigh yourself now; aim for a delight·
ful, steady reduction and to become healthier, younger
in appearance, more active and attractive; to gain real
beauty. The shadow pictures hypothetically show ap·
pearance before and after successful reduction.
This method is also guaranteed to be perfectly harmless. Many who use KOREIN tabules and follow
Korein system are astonished at the reduction-after
all else fails.
Reoomme711ded by numerous physicians
and by very many persons who have reduced the!r
:weight.

~ . Prominent Philadelphian, George Reynolds, Walton
.A.venue, lost 20 lbs. the first month and continued using
-Korein until he reduced 64 lbs. Mrs. J. B. Hansen,
Plattsville, reduced 20 lbs. in less than 2 months. Mrs.
L. C. Patrick, Niland, wanted to reduce 8 lbs. and
did so in two weeks. Miss Ray lost 69 lbs. An Albany
business man, F. G. Drew, lost 56 lbs. in 3 months.
Many say ''fat seems to melt away,'' or ''measure·
men ts decrease like magic,'' etc.
Many report an _
average loss of 5 to 12 lbs. monthly. Why not YOU!

Get a 1111all box of Koreln tabules (pronounced koreen) at a.ny
' busy pharmacy; or the <lruggist will get it for you. Or Jmy at
the drug counter of a department store. Or, write us enclosing
e1.oo, cash, check or stamps. and we will m ail you a box in
plain wrapper. Begin reducing now I Become thin a nd stay so I

l

New Book ''Reduce
Happily''
h e l p -' l l '
ful information. Will Weight
be mailed free gives
with our
money refund guarantee and testimonials, all in
plain wrapper , on request. Out this advertisement
· out and keep it. Show fat friends, Do not lose
tbla ·chance of a lifetime to improve yourself mar·
velously. Remember--get KOREIN tabules. Address:

I
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Korein Company, NW-373 Station X, New York
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·~,ooo Re~ard
In a dirty, forlorn shack by the river's edge they found the mutilated body of Genevieve Martin. Her pretty face wa1
1wollen and distorted. Marks on the slender throat showed that the girl had been brutally choked to death. Who had
committed this ghastly crime? No one had seen the girl and her assailant enter the cottage. No one had seen the mur·
derer depart. How could he be brought to justice?
Crimes like this have been solved-·are being solved every day by Finger Print Experts. Every day w~ read in the
papers of their exploits, hear of th" mr<•teries they solve, the crimmals they identify, the rewards th;,y win. Finger
Print Experts are always in the thick of the excitement, th" heroes of the hour.

Not Experienced Detectives
Just Ordinary men
Within the past few years, scores of men, men with no
police e;cperience, men with just ordinary iirad~ school
educations, have become Finger Print Experts. You can
become a Finger Print Expert. too. Can you imagine a
more fascinating line oi work than this? More trained
men are needed. Here is a real opportunity for you.

Learn the Secrets of Identification
More and more tht: detection of crime resolves itsell
into a 11roble1n vf identification. You can ltarn the meth...
e ds of fa mou~ identi!ication experts. You can learn the
seience oi ting~ print ic!entitication-right at home in

·
you r spare time.
Send for the free book which tells how famous Finger
Print Experts got t heir start in this fascinating wo1 k.
Tells the stories of thirteen actual cases solved by Finl{er
Print Expert.. Tells how you can become a Finger Pnnt
.
Expert in an amazinely short time.

:a.-:eJ:rv1ce FREE
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For a limited time, we are making a _15J>ecial offer of a
PROFESSIONAL FINGER PRINT OUTFIT absolutely
free and FREE Course in Secret Service Intelligence.
Mastery of these two kindred professions will open
a brilliant career for you.
This coupon will brin!f you FREE BOOK and details of
of this great offer. Don t wait until the offer has expired.
Fill in the coupon now. Mail it today.

·University of Applied Science

Dept. 1096, 1920 Sunnyside Ave., ~bicago, ID.

:~ .

University of Applied Science, Dept. 1096

1920 Sunnv•idc Avenue, Chicaso, lllinob
Please send me fu ll information on your course jn
Fin~er Print Identification and about Fru Course tn
Secr~t Service Intelligence. I understand that there is no
obiigation of any sort.
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OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

LATU'1' ISBUEll - Tbe Liberty Boys After Sir John; or, Dick Slater's
·
Clever Ruse.
" Dolng Guard Duty; or, ~'he Losa ot Fort
W ashlngton.
" Chasing a Reneirade; or, The Worst Man on
the Ohio.
" and the Fortune Teller; or, The Gypsy Spy
of Harlem.
" Guardlnir Washington, or, Defeating a British
·
Plot.
" and Major Davie; or, Warm Work in the Meck·
Jen burg District.
" Fierce Hunt; or, Capturing a Clever Enemy.
~
" Betrayed; or, Dick Slater's False Friend.
" on the March; or, Alter a Slippery Foe.
" Winter Camp; or, Lively Times In the North.
" Avenged: or, The Traitor's Doom.
" Pitched Battle; or, The Escape ot the Indian
Spy.
" Light Artillery; or, Good Work At the Guns.
" and "Whistling WW"; or, The Mad Spy of
Paulus Hook.
" Underground Camp; or, In Strange Quarters.
·
" Dandy Spy; or, Deceivlnir..the Governor.
" Gunpowder Plot; or, Fill.Ung by an Inch.
" Drummer Boy; or, Sounding the Call to Arms.
" Running the. Blockade; or, Getting Out ot New
York.
" and Capt. Huck; 011, Routing a Wicked Leader.
" and the Liberty Pole; or, Stirring Times In the
Old City.
" and the Masked Spy; or, The Man of Mystery.
" on Gallows Hill; or, A Darlng Attempt at
Rescue.
" and "Black Bess"; or, The Horse that Won
a Fight.
" and Fiddling Ph11; or, Making the Redcoats
Dance.
1
·• On the Wallk111; or, The Minisink Massacre.
" and. the Fighting Quaker; or, In the Neutral
•
Ground.
" Bravest Deed· or Dick Slater's Daring Dash.
" and the Black' Gia'nt; .or, Helping "Light Horse
Harry."
" Driven Back: or, Hard Luck at Guilford.
" and Ragged Robin; or, The Little Spy ot
Kin gston.
" Trapping a Traitor; or, The Plot to Capture
a General.
" at Old Tappan; or, The Red Raiders ot the
Highlands.
" I sland R etreat; or, Fighting With the Swamp

UsefuJ. Instructive and Amusinc. They Contain
Valuable InformatioD '>D Almost Every Subject
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"
"
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1130

"
"
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1131 "
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1133 "
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Aft~;· Joe Bettys; or, Out for a Swift R evenge.
Fatal Chance; or, Into the Jaws of D eath.
and the British Spy; or, Whipping the John·
son Greens.
Caught in a Trap; or, On a Perilous Journe;r.
and the Black Watch; or Fighting the Kings
Ci
Own.
ty.
on Patrol ; or, Guarding the
Fighting the Cowboys; or, Brave Deed s 1n
·
Westchester.
W atch Dog: or, The Boy Spy of the Hills.
R outing the Rangers; or, Chasing the Royal

a~iug~ Indian Queen; or, Dick Slater's Close
' St
Eh.
Call. .
ro11g·
emy s
Spying on Howe; or, In the
bold.
For •ale by all newsdealers, or will be §t!Dt to any
address on receipt of prlc.,, 7c per copy, 1n money or
postaire stamps, by
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publlsher, Inc.
New York City
166 West 2Sd Street
l135 "
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HOW TO
SCENARIOS WRITE
THEM
Price 811 Cent• Per Copy
This book contains all the moat recent changes i:oi the
method of construction and 1ubmission of scenarios.
Sixty Lessons, covering every phase of scenario writ·
Ing. For ~ale by all Newsdealers and Bookstores.
If you cannot procure a· copy, send us the price,
311 cents, In money or postage stamps, and we will
mall you on e, postage free. Addreu
L. SENARENS, 219 Seventh Ave., New York, N. ll.

No. 26. HOW TO HOW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.
~Fully illustrated. Full lnstructions are given in tha
little l.>ook, together with instructions on swimming and
•
riding, companion sports to boating.
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Every one is
desirous of knowing what bis . future life will bring
forth, whether happmess or misery, wealth or poverty.
You can tell by a glance at this little book. lluy one
and be convinced.
No. 29. HOW '.l.' O BECo~m AN INVENTOR.-Every
boy should know bow inventions originated. This book
explains them all, giving examples in electricity, by·
dranlics, magnetism, optics, pneumatics, m echanics, etc.
No. SS. HOW TO BEHAVE.-Containing the mies
and etiquette of good society and the easiest and mos t
approved methods of appearing to good a dvantage at
parties, balls, the theeatre, church, and in the drawing.
room.
No. 35. HOW TO PLAY GAMES. -A complete a nd
useful little book, conLaining the rules and r egu lations
ot billiards, bag·a te!Je, back-gammon, croqu et, dominoes,
etc.
No. 86. HOW '.l.'O SOLVE CONUNDRUMS.-Contain ·
Ing all the leading conundrums of the day, amusing
riddles, curious catches and witty sayings.
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-lncludlng hints on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats,
squirrel s and birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously
·
illustrated.
No. 4L THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END MEN'S
JOKE BOOK.-Contatnlng a great variety of the latest
jokes used by the most famous end men. No amateur
minstrels is complete without this wonderful little boolC.
THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP
No. 42.
SPEA.KER.-Contalning a varied assortment of stump
speeches, Negro, Dutch and Irish. Also end men's jokes.
Just the thing for home amusement and amateur shows.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK ~IlNSTREL
GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.-Something new a nd very
Instructive. Every boy should obtain this book, as it
contains full instruction,a for organizing an amateur
minstrel troupe.
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.
-A descript.ion of the wonderful .uses of electricity and
electro magnetism; together with full instructions for
making Electric Toys, Batteries, etc. By George TrebeJ,
A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty illustrations.
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SAIL CANOES.-A
handy book for boys, containing full directions for con·
etructing canoes and the most popular manner of safl.
ing them. Fully .lllustrated.
No. 49, HOW TO DEBA'.l'E.-Giving rules for COD·
du cting debates, outllnes for d eba tes, questions for diB·
cu~ sl on and the best sources for procuring information
on the questions given.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS
-A valuable book, giving instructions in collecting'
pre paring, mounting and preserving birds, animals and
insects. •
No. 111. HOW TO DO TlUCKS WITH CARDS.-Con·
talnlng explanations of the general principles of sleight·
of-hand applicable to card tricks; of card tricks with
ordinary cards, and not r equiring sleight-of-hand· of
trlcks~ invo lving sleight-of band, or the use of speci'a lly
pre pared cards. Illustrated.
No, 62. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A' complete and
bandy little book, giving the rules and full directions
for playing Euchre, Cribbage, Cassino, Fort:r·Five,
Rounce, P edro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, All
Fours, and many other popular games of cards.
No. 56. HOW '.£0 BECOME AN ENGINEER.-C0 n.
taining full instructions how t? ~ecome a locomotive
engineer; also directions for bmldmg a model locom 0 •
tive; together with a full description of everything an
engineer should know.
No. 58. HOW •ro BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old King
Brady, the well-known detective. In which he l ays
down some valuable rules for beginners, and also re·
lates some adventures of well-known detectives.
No. 60. HOW TO BECO.J\m A PHOTOGRAPHE&Containing useful information regarding the Camera
an!l how to work it; also how to make Photographic
Magic Lantern Slides and other Transparencies. Handsomely 1llnstrated.
For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to an.r
address on receipt of price, lOc. per copy, In
money or stamps, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.,
166 West 23d Street,

New York

